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Summary
The study of electron transport in mesoscopic systems has recently turned
to the observation of time dependent single electron effects, where the
electron transport is frequency locked to an external potential. Such de-
vices are expected to form the basis of a standard of electric current, long
sought after by the metrological community, to provide a representation
of the ampere and to be compared with existing quantum standards of
the volt and ohm.
This thesis details new experimental investigations of one such sys-
tem. The piezoelectric interaction between an acoustic wave travelling
on the surface of a GaAs heterostructure and electrons in a quasi-1D sys-
tem defined therein generates a current which, under certain conditions,
can be quantized in units of ef where e is the electron charge and f the
surface acoustic wave frequency. The general conditions under which this
single electron acoustoelectric effect is observable are studied, and exper-
imental results presented which demonstrate that the effect represents a
possible route towards a current standard. The precision of the effect is
assessed in a variety of experimental situations and device geometries.
Several ways to enhance the precision of the effect are presented. Firstly
a weak counterpropagating SAW beam produces a dynamic tuning of
the SAW potential. Observations of a quantized acoustoelectric current
are then presented in novel etched-channel SAW devices which afford
a more precise current by allowing better control over the channel ge-
ometry. The presently attainable precision of the technique is at the
level of 10’s of ppm. Detailed measurements are presented of the single
electron acoustoelectric effect in a magnetic field applied perpendicu-
lar to the two-dimensional electron gas. Commensurability oscillations
are observed for the interval of current between acoustoelectric current
plateaux when the cyclotron diameter and SAW wavelength are compa-
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Summary
rable. The oscillations show a particular phase dependence which results
in an oscillating plateau slope as a function of applied magnetic field.
Results are also presented from measurements of the interaction be-
tween a surface acoustic wave and open 1D systems. Here the quan-
tized current is not observed, but instead the behaviour of the measured
current depends sensitively on the geometry of the channel. Two situa-
tions are possible in this regime. Interaction between the SAW and slow
electrons in the uppermost 1D subband within the channel produces an
oscillatory acoustoelectric current as a function of subband occupancy.
These oscillations are observed in all subbands of clean constrictions for
the first time. Secondly, interaction between the SAW and electrons in
the device leads causes a contribution to the acoustoelectric current which
is proportional to the quantized channel conductance, this contribution
dominating transport in certain device geometries.
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Chapter 1
Low dimensional systems
This hapter reviews some of the landmarks in the eld of low dimensional
systems, where the onnement of Fermions leads diretly to interesting
physial eets. The results whih will be disussed underpin the novel
experimental observations desribed later in this thesis. Treatment of
the interation of a surfae aousti wave with low dimensional systems
is disussed in the following hapter.
1.1 Connement of Fermions
Low dimensional semionduting systems rely upon onning eletrons
or holes in one or more dimensions. For Fermions the most important
length sale is the Fermi wavelength, 
f
. When onned to length sales
of this order a Fermion's motion is quantized in the onnement dire-
tion. Restrition of motion in one diretion an be aomplished by the
rystal growth of a heterojuntion; an interfae between two materials of
diering bandgap. The GaAs/Al
x
GaAs
1 x
material system has proved
partiularly useful for the formation of suh strutures. The similar lat-
tie onstants of GaAs and AlGaAs produe an interfae that is low in de-
fets and onsequently stress free. The fration of replaed GaAs atoms
x is typially around 0.3, higher values than this produe an indiret
gap. GaAs and AlGaAs both have a zin-blende rystal struture, and
the respetive diret gaps are 1.427 eV and 1.427 + 1.247x (0x0.45)
at 300 K [1℄. High quality heterojuntiond are ommonly grown using
epitaxial tehniques suh as Moleular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) or Metal-
Organi Vapour Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE). The former tehnique was
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Low dimensional systems Chapter: 1
used to grow heterojuntions for the work desribed in this thesis. MBE
provides rystal growth onditions for the deposition of single atomi lay-
ers of material from thermal uxes under Ultra High Vauum onditions.
The ondution band prole of a typial GaAs/AlGaAs HEMT looks like
that shown in gure 1.1. Eletrons from the donor layer migrate through
the undoped AlGaAs buer layer to reside near the AlGaAs/GaAs in-
terfae. Here they are onned to a two dimensional onduting sheet
with quasi-metalli properties. The 2DEG whih forms at the interfae
has the following features:
1. It has a very high mobility at low enough temperatures. Typial
values are 1x10
6
m
2
V
 1
s
 1
. This results from the spatial seperation of
eletrons at the interfae from the donor layer whih ats as a soure of
Coulomb sattering.
2. The mean free path in the 2DEG is large. For a typial 2DEG
a mean free path of several m is ommon. An important result of
this is that when features are imposed in a 2DEG, by surfae gates for
example, it is easy to reate a devie whose ritial dimensions are all
smaller than the distane between non-elasti (energy hanging) satter-
ing events. This is the ballisti regime, where eletrons may traverse a
devie in a similar manner to waves in a waveguide.
3. Only one 2D subband is usually oupied.
1.1.1 Quantum onned energy sale
The energy spaing of an eletron onned to a hard walled innite po-
tential is a useful starting point for the disussion of a heterojuntion,
and an be stated [2℄ as:
E(n) =
h
2

2
(n+ 1)
2
d
2
2m
n = 0; 1; 2:::::: (1.1)
where d is the width of the well and m is the eetive mass. The total
energy of an eletron in suh a system is given by adding the quantum
onnement energy to the (unrestrited) kineti energy in the orthogonal
diretions:
E
t
= E
n
+
h
2
2m
(k
2
x
+ k
2
y
) (1.2)
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Chapter: 1 Low dimensional systems
Figure 1.1: Shemati diagram of the ondution band edge in an Al-
GaAs/GaAs HEMT struture.
The lowest lying energy level in the system will be given by
E
0
=
h
2

2
d
2
2m
(1.3)
1.1.2 Density of states in low dimensions
The density of states N(E) is dened [3, 4℄ suh that N(E)ÆE is equal
to the number of solutions to Shrodinger's equation in the energy in-
terval between E and E + ÆE. It an be shown [2℄ that the following
relationships are valid.
In 3D,
N(E) = (1=2
2
)(2m=h
2
)
(3=2)
E
(1=2)
(1.4)
2D,
N(E) = (1=2)(2m=h
2
) (1.5)
and 1D
N(E) = (1=)(2m=h
2
)
1=2
E
( 1=2)
(1.6)
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In low dimensions the density of states at the band edge is large om-
pared to the bulk ase. The leads to the improved optial properties
of low-dimensional semiondutor systems relative to their bulk ounter-
parts.
Figure 1.2: (a) The density of states for a 3D, quasi-2D, and (b) quasi-1D
system.
1.2 The Integer Quantum Hall Eet
The main thrust of modern researh into low dimensional systems be-
gan with the disovery in 1979 of the quantum Hall eet by von Kl-
itzing, Dorland and Pepper [5℄. The high eld Hall resistane of a two-
8
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Chapter: 1 Low dimensional systems
dimensional eletron gas formed in a Si inversion layer was found to be
extremely aurately quantized in units of h/2e
2
, aompanied by a drop
in the longitudinal resistane to zero. While plateaux in the Hall re-
sistane had been seen previously [6℄, and predited theoretially, the
major surprise was the auray of the quantization, whih was initially
shown to hold to around 1 part in 10
6
. Later experiments showed that
the auray ould be even higher, with a few parts in 10
8
now routinely
obtainable [7℄. Suh is its auray and reproduibility that in 1990 the
quantum Hall eet (QHE) was adopted internationally as the primary
resistane standard, with the quantized Hall plateaux now providing a
worldwide representation of the SI Ohm [8℄.
1.2.1 Landau levels
In a low magneti eld eletrons are subjet to the Lorentz fore and
undergo ylotron orbits with a diameter larger than the mean free path.
Conversely at high magneti eld eletrons may undergo many ylotron
orbits before being sattered. The ontinuum of possible energies at zero
magneti eld redues to a series of quantized energy levels (Landau
levels) in magneti eld with energies given by
E
n
= (n  1=2h!

) (1.7)
where !

= eB=m is the ylotron frequeny
These levels are broadened for real systems by disorder, as shown in
gure 1.3, and also by temperature.
1.2.2 Edge states
The physial reason for the auray of the Quantum Hall Eet an be
oneptualized as the separation of harge arrying hannels into edge
states. In a real sample the piture presented above of Landau levels
must be adjusted to inorporate edge eets. At the sample edges the
potential rises steeply, and quasi-1D hannels form where the Fermi en-
ergy intersets the Landau levels [9℄. The eletron trajetories an be
onsidered lassially as undergoing `skipping orbits' along the sample
boundary, as shown in gure 1.4. Eletrons are reeted by the sharply
rising potential at the sample edge.
9
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Figure 1.3: (a) Shemati diagram of the density of states in magneti eld,
with Landau levels separated by 1/2 h!

. Dark areas indiate extended states;
areas outside are loalized at zero temperature. (b) The loalization length 
as a funtion of energy.
Figure 1.4: The eletrons in a 2DEG lassially undergo skipping orbits in
high perpendiular magneti eld.
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The eet of disorder in the bulk an been seen in gures 1.4 and
1.5, where bumps in the potential distribution form losed loops and so
do not ontribute to harge transfer between ohmi ontats.
Figure 1.5: (a) Shemati of the potential distribution on a Quantum Hall
plateau. The Fermi energy in the bulk is between Landau levels, and the only
extended states are at the sample edges. (b) The eet of disorder in the
system is to form losed loops of loalized harge.
On a quantum Hall plateau the Fermi energy is situated in the en-
tre of loalised states between Landau levels in the bulk of the sample
and ondution may only our through the states at the edge. Eah
11
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Low dimensional systems Chapter: 1
edge state ats as an independent 1-d onduting hannel, thereby on-
tributing 2e
2
=h to 
xy
. Edge hannels in the quantum Hall regime have
reently been observed diretly using an optial tehnique with spatial
resolution [10℄.
The physial separation of edge states propagating in opposite di-
retions on either side of the sample means sattering between urrent
arrying modes an be negleted, and this explains the drop in longitu-
dinal resistane to the zeros observed in the integer QHE. As the Fermi
energy moves towards a Landau level entre bulk ondution is regained,
zeros are lost in the longitudinal resistane and R
H
moves away from the
quantized value. The aurate quantization of the Hall resistane also
follows from the edge state piture. The transverse urrent measured will
be given by the net dierene in urrent between forward and bakward
moving edge states. If 
i
and 
j
are the hemial potentials on either
side of the Hall bar then the net urrent I
t
is given by
I
t
= ne
2
=h(
i
  
j
) (1.8)
where n is the number of Landau levels below E
f
and 
i
  
j
is the
Hall voltage. The quantized Hall resistane then follows from :
R
H
= (
i
  
j
)=I =
1
n
h
e
2
(1.9)
1.2.3 The Frational Quantum Hall Eet
In 1982, under extreme quantum onditions of temperature and magneti
eld, further plateaus were found in the Hall resistane at values of :
R
H
=
1
i
h
e
2
(1.10)
where i = 1=3 and i = 2=3. Further experiments revealed a whole
series of additional plateau, all rational frations with odd denominators.
The auray of quantization was not as good as that observed in the
integer quantum Hall eet, with around 1 part in 10
5
for the 1/3 state
and lower auray for the others. The generally aepted theoretial pi-
ture of the frational quantum Hall eet (FQHE) is that proposed by
Laughlin [11℄. Laughlin onstruted an approximate wavefuntion orre-
sponding to a set of partiles with uniform density with repel eah other
12
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Figure 1.6: A Hallbar geometry suitable for observation of the Quantum
Hall eet. 2 edge states are shown shematially as parallel lines. Charge
arrying modes are separated by marosopi distanes aross the Hall bar,
and are therefore unable to satter against eah other.
logarithmially. At speial densities this system has energy gaps whih
orrespond to the appearane of the frational plateaus. The omposite
Fermion approah [12℄ employs a quasipartile formed by an eletron
and two magneti ux quanta. In this piture the frational quantum
Hall states are the integer states of the omposite Fermions. These two
approahes have been shown to be broadly ompatible [13℄. The FQHE
is an interesting example of a many-body eet and many reviews are
available (for a list see ref. [14℄).
1.3 Guiding entre drift resonane
When a weak arrier density modulation with a period smaller than the
mean free path is imposed on a 2DEG magnetoresistane osillations
periodi in 1=B an be observed in addition to the SdH osillations. The
original experiments whih studied this eet were performed by two
groups. Weiss et al [15, 16℄ used holographi illumination of samples to
produe interferene fringes with ontrollable separation, whilst Winkler
et al [17℄ used a less versatile periodi gating tehnique. The osillations
dominated transport below 0.3 T and were present in both 
?
and 
k
,
with a phase shift of  distinguishing orthogonal diretions. The 1=B
periodiity of the osillations ould be expressed as a arrier density in
13
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an analogous manner to SdH osillations:
n =
e
h
(
1
B
)
 1
(1.11)
The period of the osillations was found to be dependent on both
the 2DEG arrier density N and the modulation period set by the fringe
separation a. The data were in exellent agreement with the assumption
that the period of the osillations depended on a ommensurability on-
dition; the ylotron orbit diameter being equal to an integer number of
fringe periods:
R

=
m

e
v
f
B
=
a
2
(m + ) (1.12)
wherem was an integer and  a phase fator found to equal 0.17 0.06
for maxima in 
?
and 0.25  0.06 for minima. The rst theoretial
treatment to be developed was that by Beenakker [18℄, who explained
the eet as a lassial resonane between the periodi ylotron orbit
motion and the osillating EB drift of the orbit entre indued by the
potential grating. Whilst this theory was suÆient to understand the

xx
osillations it oered no explanation for those observed in 
xy
and
also failed to predit orretly the transition to SdH osillations at larger
B. A fuller treatment whih overame these two problems was oered
by Vasilopoulos and Peeters [19℄, who produed a quantum mehanial
theory in whih the bandwidth of the modulation broadened Landau
levels at the Fermi energy osillates with magneti eld. This desribed
orretly the form of both magnetoresistane osillations as well as pre-
diting the transition to SdH behaviour.
1.4 Quasi-1d hannels
1.4.1 Condutane quantization
The quantization of ondutane in a ballisti quasi-one dimensional
hannel was rst demonstrated in 1988 by Wharem et al [20℄ and van
Wees et al vanWees88a. Surfae Shottky gates with a narrow gap were
fabriated above a 2DEG. With the appliation of a negative voltage the
2DEG was depleted from beneath the gate leaving a ne onduting strip
14
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between the gate ngers. When the applied voltage was made inreas-
ingly negative the low temperature ondutane was found to jump by
intervals of 2e
2
=h, the unit of one dimensional ondutane.
The split gate system has been one of the most versatile experimental
tools used to probe low dimensional transport, with many interesting
and novel eets following from this entral result. Many omprehensive
reviews are available (for a list see [21℄).
1.4.2 Interating eletrons in 1D
Reently the study of transport in quasi-1D systems has turned to the
possibility of observing many body eets in zero eld. This is the result
of both the ability of MBE to produe 2D eletron gases of inreasing
purity, and improved understanding of ballisti resistane in real 1D sys-
tems. We here mention two experiments that have demonstrated possible
many-body eets. Thomas et al [22, 23℄ studied the ballisti resistane
of split gates dened in very high mobility quantum wells and hetero-
juntions. The authors found up to 27 ballisti ondutane plateaux
and measured the Lande g fator of eah. An additional quasi-plateau at
around 0:7i2e
2
=h (where i is the subband index) was found for the lowest
three subbands. This feature has beome known as the `0.7 struture',
and had been observed previously [22℄, but was interpreted as an impu-
rity eet. Thomas et al found that in a parallel magneti eld the quasi
plateaux moved smoothly to the spin split-half plateaus observed previ-
ously [24℄, leading the authors to laim that the zero eld quasi-plateaux
were evidene of spontaneous spin polarization of the 1D eletron gas.
The 0.7 struture is better dened at lower arrier densities [23℄, and be-
omes progressively weaker with dereasing temperature below around
1 K. The authors argued that the data was onsistent with a sponta-
neous spin polarization of the quasi-1D eletron gas brought about by
the exhange interation.
Another explanation was suggested by Kristensen et al [25℄, who sub-
sequently studied the 0.7 struture in onstritions formed using a shallow
ething tehnique desribed later in this thesis. They initially suggested
that the quasi-plateau may be the result of sattering against an exita-
tion loalized in the onstrition. They were able to extrat an exitation
energy from the development of the 0.7 struture with inreasing temper-
15
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Figure 1.7: 15 Quantized ondutane plateaux measured as a funtion of
gate voltage for a Shottky split-gate fabriated above a deep eletron layer
HEMT (Cavendish wafer T214). An exitation voltage of 10 V was used at
T=300 mK. Data are orreted for series resistane of 600 
, hosen to align
the ondutane plateaux with integer values of 2e
2
/h, onstituting the ohmi
ontat and lead resistanes. Inset: the devie geometry, showing dimensions
of the split gate gap.
ature; this exitation energy was found to be around 1 K. The exitation
was proposed to be a 1D plasmon, with a gap in its dispersion relation,
whih was able to absorb preferentially eletrons of one spin. Later the
same authors proposed that the struture arose from sattering of ele-
16
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trons against thermally ativated Bosons in the onstrition [26℄. An
alternative explanation has been proposed subsequently [27℄, whih in-
volves the rapid swithing of the system between two metastable states,
one of whih is spin polarized. The ondutane measured experimentally
is then seen as a time weighted average of the two states.
Another possible observation of eletron-eletron interation eets in
a quasi 1D split gate system was found by Taruha et al [28℄. The authors
studied quantum wires of length 2-10 m and reported that the quan-
tized ondutane of suh gates was redued at low temperatures. The
monotoni derease in the plateau value they assoiated with Coulomb
interations, using a theory developed by Ogata and Fukuyama [29℄. This
theory predits enhaned baksattering of eletrons in a 1D system in
the presene of a weak random potential, ausing a suppressed value
of ondutane. The data that has been presented so far an be riti-
ized for the appearane of transmission resonanes superimposed on the
plateaux [28℄. Suh struture is usually indiative of an impurity poten-
tial inuening transport in the hannel whih makes interpretation of
this data problemati.
1.5 The Landauer/Buttiker equations
Both the low temperature magnetotransport in a 2DEG and the quan-
tization of ondutane in a quasi-1D system an be treated using the
formalism introdued by Landau and Buttiker. This approah treats the
zero temperature resistane of suh systems as a transmission problem.
The basi priniple is to regard ohmi ontats as soure/drain and the
geometry in between as a barrier with some transmission o-eÆient.
In the ase of a split-gate system the barrier's transmission o-eÆient
is altered by the gate potential. For the ase of a ontat in whih the
transport is ballisti it an be shown that for a two terminal measurement
[21℄:
G =
2e
2
h
N
X
n=1
T
n
(1.13)
where N is the number of modes at the Fermi energy and T
n
is the
fration of eletrons transmitted from one side of the point ontat to
17
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the other. The treatment of arrier transport in terms of transmission
is now the framework within whih many of the results in mesosopi
physis are disussed.
1.6 Quantum dots and Coulomb harging
By trapping eletrons in an eletrostatially dened puddle it is possible
to observe zero dimensional eets. This is typially ahieved either by
ething away the 2DEG around a pillar [30℄, or by squeezing a 2DEG
from above using Shottky ontats in a variation of the split-gate teh-
nique [31℄. The lassial harging energy is usually muh larger than
the quantum mehanial level separation in devies of the latter type.
A shemati of suh a system is seen in gure 1.8. Shottky gates form
potential barriers to the transmission of eletrons from one side to the
other. When the barriers are made larger than the Fermi energy, ele-
trons may be trapped forming a harge reservoir apaitively oupled to
both the leads and the surfae ontats. We may alulate the apai-
tane of the dot using a simple lassial formula assuming a irular dot
shape [32℄ :
C =
d
2

0
4l
(1.14)
where l is the depth of the 2DEG below the surfae and d is the
diameter of the isolated region. For typial devie parameters this gives
a apaitane of order 2  10
 16
F.
To add a harge Q to a apaitane C takes an energy E given by:
E =
1
2
Q
2
C
(1.15)
To add a single single eletron from one reservoir therefore requires
an energy of e
2
=2C, or around 1 meV for the apaitane stated above.
This energy is referred to as the harging energy of the dot and for typial
devie parameters is an order of magnitude larger than the quantum
mehanial level separation in the dot. To tunnel into the dot eletrons
at the Fermi energy in the soure reservoir must therefore be at least
e
2
=2C above the lowest unoupied energy level in the dot, and likewise
to tunnel out the Fermi energy of eletrons in the drain must be less than
18
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e
2
=2C. The situation where urrent ow is stopped due to the voltage
dierene aross the dot being less than e
2
=C is referred to as Coulomb
blokade.
Figure 1.8: (a) An arrangement of surfae gates used to dene a quantum
box in a 2DEG (as used by Ford et al [33℄). The minimum separation between
the large gate from the three small gates is around 0.4 m. The white gate
ats a plunger, expelling eletrons from the dot when the voltage applied to
it is made more negative. (b) the potential prole for suh a struture biased
into the Coulomb blokade regime showing the Coulomb harging energy E
b
,
the Fermi energy in the leads E
f
and the single partile energy E
n
.
If a plunger gate (see gure 1.8) is ramped negative the system will
alternately move through Coulomb blokaded and onduting states as
single eletrons are expelled from the entre of the dot. This gives rise to
osillations in the tunnelling ondutane measured between soure and
19
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drain ontats.
We may expand the simple piture presented here to explain the ap-
pearane of Coulomb blokade due to impurities in a split gate system.
An impurity potential may at to isolate a puddle of eletrons in a similar
manner to that indued by surfae gates [34, 35℄. Peaks appear in on-
dutane as a funtion of applied gate voltage near pinh-o where the
sreening of the impurity potential by eletrons in the onstrition is no
longer eetive. As will be seen later, the avoidane of Coulomb blokade
struture due to impurities is of partiular importane to the work pre-
sented in this thesis, where impurity indued urrent peaks ould mask
other single eletron eets.
1.7 Single eletronis - eletron pumps and
turnstiles
The idea of onning eletrons to three dimensions lead naturally to the
possibility of moving them by a time dependent hange in eletrostati
onnement. Many of the original ideas in this eld were originated by
Thouless [36℄, who proposed the eet of quantized eletron transport in
systems subjeted to a slowly varying external potential.
The emphasis of this work has been the opportunity that these teh-
niques may aord the metrologial ommunity for a standard of eletri
urrent. While quantum standards of both resistane and voltage are
maintained using the Quantum Hall Eet and Josephson Eet respe-
tively no suh quantum urrent standard has thus far been available.
The requirements of a quantum urrent standard are a soure of urrent
whih is aurate to better than 1 part in 10
8
, of at least nanoamps in
magnitude.
An additional motivation is the interest whih the Silion miroele-
tronis industry has in reduing iruit feature size. Sine the logial
onlusion of the advanes in mirohip manufature is the movement of
single eletrons Coulomb blokade and orrelated tunneling are likely to
beome inreasingly relevant as feature sizes are redued.
The starting point for modern experimental investigation in the eld
of single eletronis was the pioneering work of both Fulton and Dolan [37℄,
and Kuzmin and Likharev [38℄. These authors made the rst observa-
20
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tions of single eletron harging in tunnel juntion devies. The rst ob-
servations of time orrelated single eletron tunnelling were performed by
Delsing et al in 1989 [39, 40℄ with arrays of Al/oxide/Al tunnel juntions.
In these experiments the juntion barrier transpareny was periodially
modulated using a mirowave signal, whih gave peaks in the dynami
resistane (R
d
=dV=dI) at low enough temperatures ( 50 mK). The po-
sition of the peaks oinided with values of urrent equal to ef and 2 ef ,
where f was the frequeny of the applied signal.
Geerlings et al [41℄ showed in the following year that urrent plateaux
ould be indued at I = nef in a devie whih they termed an eletron
turnstile. This devie used four tunnel juntions in a row, the gaps in
between forming three islands for harge to reside. The entral island
was apaitivley oupled to a gate voltage whih ould be modulated
at radio frequenies, and under suitable bias onditions the devie pro-
dued urrent plateaux with a height given by the applied frequeny
multiplied by the eletron harge. The atness of the plateaux degraded
above about 40 MHz whih limited the devie to plateaux 2 pA high,
at within the experimental noise level of around 2.5%. The limitation
in frequeny response was attributed to RC harging times, whih the
authors alulated as onstituting a probability to miss a yle of about
exp(-1/10fRC), giving 10
 5
at 50 MHz for this devie.
In 1990 Niu gave a theoretial examination of the feasibility of a
quantum pump [42℄, a devie whih was suessfully demonstrated a year
later by Urbina et al [43, 44℄. The priniple of operation of the pump is
similar to that of the turnstile exept that in the pump gates are made
between every juntion in the array. This allows for better ontrol over
devie optimization. A detailed theoretial examination of the errors
in pump devies was performed by Jensen and Martinis [45℄. The three
main errors identied were otunneling, thermally assisted tunneling over
the Coulomb barrier, and operating at too high a frequeny. By 1994
the error rate of ve juntion pumps under optimum onditions had been
redued to 0.5 parts per million [46℄. It should be noted, however, that
the urrent produed by pump devies was not diretly measured in these
experiements sine it was so low, instead a apaitor harged and the
voltage monitored to determine the pumping auray. Owing to their
high auray but low obtainable urrent the fous of researh into pump
devies has moved away from urrent standards towards their use in a
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apaitane standard. If pumps an aurately transfer a known number
of eletrons to a apaitor the voltage developed an be measured to
yield a preisely known apaitane. Reent results from seven juntion
pumps show an error per pumped eletron of around 15  10
 9
[47,
48℄, whih is very lose to that required to be useful in metrologial
apaitane appliations. Although very low, the error rates measured in
pumps are higher than predited by the standard theoretial treatments
by many orders of magnitude. The most likely ause is a photon-assisted
otunneling proess not inluded in the standard model [49, 50℄.
1.8 Random Telegraph Signals
The presene of imperfetions in AlGaAs heterostrutures leads to a form
of resistane noise alled Random Telegraph Signal (RTS) noise. This
noise is aused by defet levels situated in some ruial part of the de-
vie. Eletrons may, for example, follow a hopping route from gate to
2DEG by way of several loalised defet states. In a split gate system
the presene of RTS noise is seen as abrupt jumps in the hannel ondu-
tane [51, 52℄. Provided the time onstant of jumps is larger than the
bandwidth of the measurement then a series of quasi-harateristis are
revealed, eah orresponding to one eletron onguration of the system.
The presene of RTS struture in both ondutane and aoustoleletri
urrent onstituted a parasiti noise for the purpose of the measurements
presented here.
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Interation of a SAW with
low dimensional systems
2.1 Introdution
This hapter summarises prior work on the interation of a surfae aous-
ti wave with low dimensional semiondutor systems. A surfae aousti
wave propagating on a piezoeletri material produes an eletrostati
wave whih travels with the deformation. When this wave interats with
a low dimensional system, suh as a 2DEG, the properties of both may
be altered. Two types of eet are typially studied. Firstly, the at-
tenuation and veloity shift of the surfae wave after interation ontain
important information about the properties of the system. Measurement
of these quantities probes the linear response of the 2DEG to the AC
strain eld and are proportional to the SAW amplitude. The seond
lass of phenomena are aoustoeletri eets. These onern a transfer
of momentum from the surfae wave to the eletron system the outome
of whih is an aoustoeletri urrent in a losed measurement iruit
or a voltage in open iruit. These non linear quantities are propor-
tional to the SAW intensity rather than the amplitude. The properties
of the aoustoeletri urrent generated in low dimensional systems will
be disussed from both theoretial and experimental viewpoints.
Commensurability osillations at low magneti elds are desribed
for both eletrons and Composite Fermions, and the disussion is then
extended to higher elds. The interation of a surfae aousti wave
with an open quasi-1D system is desribed in detail in order to make
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sense of experimental results presented later. The hapter onludes
with a review of prior experimental work on quantized harge transport
by surfae aousti waves and a summary of the questions whih the
remainder of the thesis is given over to study.
2.2 Rayleigh waves
2.3 Interation of surfae aousti waves
with 2D systems
2.4 Commensurability osillations
2.4.1 Composite Fermions
One of the most interesting observations in a 2DES using a SAW was
performed by Willet et al in 1993 [53℄. The authors were able to demon-
strate the presene of a Fermi surfae at
1
2
lling fator of the lowest
Landau level by the geometrial resonane of omposite Fermions with
the surfae aousti wavelength. The veloity shift of the SAW was mon-
itored as a funtion of perpendiular magneti eld applied to a 2DEG
plaed in-between SAW transduers. Osillations developed for SAWs
of high enough frequeny (up to around 9 GHz), whih were symmetri
about B( =
1
2
). These osillations were attributed to the interation of
Composite Fermions with the SAW eld. The osillations were periodi
in the reiproal of an eetive magneti eld B = B   B( =
1
2
).
2.4.2 Eletrons
The eletron equivalent of the omposite Fermion ommensurability os-
illations were not observed by Willet et al beause the veloity shift
method is insensitive at high ondutivities [53℄. Commensurability os-
illations were, however, observed by Shilton et al [54, 55℄. These ex-
periments used a ontinuously applied SAW to indue an aoustoeletri
urrent in a 2DEG. In the presene of a magneti eld the SAW indued
urrent was modulated in an osillatory manner similar to that mea-
sured for SAW attenuation by omposite Fermions. The reason for the
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inreased sensitivity of the aoustoeletri method relative to the veloity
shift tehnique is that in the latter ase the observation of eletron osil-
lations requires a small hange in a large quantity to be deteted, while
in the former ase the small quantity itself (the SAW indued urrent)
is deteted. No full theory of the modulation of aoustoeletri urrent
by a small magneti eld has been given for eletrons, while the ase
of Composite Fermions has attrated muh interest. It is interesting to
draw omparisons with the Weiss osillations [15℄ desribed in the pre-
vious hapter. To observe Weiss osillations the resistivity omponents
of a periodially modulated 2DEG are monitored as a funtion of (low)
magneti eld. The similarity between the ylotron diameter and the
periodiity imposed on the 2DEG leads to osillations in the resistivity
whih an largely be desribed using the piture of guiding entre drift
resonane introdued by Beenakker [18℄.
2.5 SAW indued eletron transport in open
1-D hannels
The rst measurements of aoustoeletrially driven urrent through a
point ontat were performed by Shilton et al [56℄. The aoustoele-
tri urrent indued by a SAW was found to osillate as a funtion of
gate voltage, the maxima of the osillations oiniding with the steps in-
between ondutane plateaux. A semi-quantitative explanation for the
osillations was given using the idea of veloity mathing between the
SAW and slow eletrons in the uppermost 1-D subband of the hannel
(see gure 2.1)
A derivation by Galperin in the same referene gave an expression for
the aoustoeletri urrent whih osillated as the number of oupied
1D subbands in the hannel hanged. In this piture only eletrons at
the Fermi energy with veloities lose to the sound veloity ould take
part in the aoustoeletri urrent. The physial reason for the latter was
given by onsidering the `eetive interation time'  during whih ele-
trons with a given veloity move in an almost onstant SAW eld. This
was given as (qv   !)
 1
, where q is the SAW wavevetor, v the eletron
veloity and ! the SAW frequeny. Near a resonane in urrent v = !/q
so that the interation time diverges. Eletrons whih are not near the
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Figure 2.1: Shemati diagram of the SAW and eletron veloities in a 1D
hannel after ref. [56℄.
SAW veloity are unable to interat strongly with the SAW beause of the
small value of  . Peaks in urrent appear at gate voltages orresponding
to the steps in ondutane beause at these voltages the Fermi veloity is
lose to the SAW veloity. A fuller treatment along these lines was devel-
oped by Totland and Galperin in subsequent work [57℄ whih emphasised
the role of relaxation mehanisms, in partiular elasti sattering within
the hannel and esape from the hannel due to nite length. The main
onlusion was that to obtain an eetive SAW/eletron oupling both
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the eletron veloity and the sattering rate must be small. A separate
theoretial treatment of the aoustoeletri urrent in an open quantum
hannel was given by Gurevih [58℄. This developed a quantum theory for
a perfet, uniform hannel using an analysis of the energy and momen-
tum onservation laws. Giant osillations of the urrent as a funtion of
gate voltage were predited, along with an abrupt variation of the aous-
toeletri urrent as a funtion of SAW frequeny at !
q
= 2m!
2
=h. For
! < !
q
the authors predited that an aoustoeletri urrent ould not
be generated in ballisti nanostrutures. The physial reason for this was
that the onservations laws forbid baksattering due to the SAW below
this frequeny and it should therefore be impossible to indue an aousto-
eletri urrent. In the GaAs/AlGaAs system this frequeny orresponds
to 1.4 GHz, and in the work of ref. [56℄ a nite aoustoeletri urrent
was measured with SAWs well below this frequeny (around 900 MHz).
Although some ballisti struture was found in this devie, not all of the
ondutane plateaux were lear. Ragged struture was learly observed
in the ondutane plots for the lowest few subbands presumably due to
some impurity inuening transport in this regime of poor sreening. It
is therefore unlear as to whether this data atually ontradits theory
due to Gurevih et al, whih was developed solely for the ase of a perfet
uniform ballisti ondutor.
Later theoretial work by Bo, Maao and Galerin [59, 60℄ attempted
to reonile the observation of a nite urrent with the quantum the-
ory by allowing for two proesses in the hannel not previously onsid-
ered; aoustially indued transitions between propagating and reeting
modes near the hannel edges and short range impurity sattering within
the hannel. The authors found within a quantum mehanial treatment
that the latter leads to a smearing of the onservation laws brought about
by an eletron level broadening. The presene of a nite aoustoeletri
urrent below the expeted frequeny uto was therefore seen as an im-
purity indued eet. This treatment deliberately negleted the ase of
a very few number of impurity entres dominating transport in a small
mesosopi devie, the result of whih would be eetively a modiation
of the uniform hannel geometry whih was an assumption of the model.
Nevertheless, the authors did demonstrate that the aoustoeletri ur-
rent in an open 1-d hannel should be very sensitive to sattering from
random impurity entres in the quasi-1D hannel. The main reason for
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this is the low eletron veloity of eletrons partiipating in the urrent,
whih leads diretly to a redution in the mean free path from that of the
bulk. In this piture the only way to observe the frequeny uto would
be to look at extremely short and lean 1D hannels where the eet of
the short range impurity potential would be negligible.
2.5.1 Coupling in the 2D-1D transition region
In addition to the osillatory piture of aoustoeletri urrent arising
from a SAW/eletron interation within the quantum hannel the role of
a nite oupling in the leads of a quantum hannel has been disussed
theoretially [61℄. Kozub et al [61℄ showed that a oupling of the eletron
system to a `phonon wind' in the leads of a 1D devie should give rise
a urrent through the hannel proportional to the devie ondutane.
The reason for the absene of urrent steps from the data of refs.[56, 62℄
an be appreiated from a sreening argument. If the transition between
2D and 1D regions ours in an abrupt way then the SAW potential
in the devie leads will be eÆiently sreened. If the transition ours
on over a large distane relative to the SAW wavelength we should nd
that a larger oupling in the devie leads will be present and that the
ondutane quantized aoustoeletri urrent will dominate over the
osillations aused by interation of the SAW with eletrons within the
hannel. A possible observation of suh a situation is demonstrated later.
2.6 SAW indued transport in losed 1-D
hannels
In 1996 Shilton et al extended their prior work on open 1-D hannel
systems to the ase of a losed (pinhed-o) hannel. In two devies a
quantized aoustoeletri urrent was found in an interval of gate voltage
more negative than ondutane pinh-o [63, 64℄ . The quantized ur-
rent was found to our in units of ef where e is the eletron harge and
f the frequeny of the surfae aousti wave. The rst devie in whih
quantization was found showed one weak plateau near I = ef measured
with an auray of 1%. A seond devie showed 4 lear plateaux, and
the authors were able to demonstrate that the entre of the rst quan-
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tized plateau was within around 0.3% of the expeted quantized value
ef . The rst plateau in eah devie showed a nite slope, but detailed
observations were hampered by an RTS noise signal. Several further ob-
servations whih were made prior to the start of the present work are
important to mention at this stage. Firstly, the plateau of the seond
devie were stable over ranges of mirowave power, interspersed with in-
tervals over whih the quantization degraded and the RTS noise signal
was found to worsen. Seondly moving the quasi-1D hannel around us-
ing dierential voltages applied to the split gate ngers left the plateaux
largely unaeted. For both devies the quantization gradually degraded
above 1.2 K, with plateaux slope inreasing. One devie also dramati-
ally worsened below this temperature. The appliation of a soure/drain
bias to the hannel when in the quantized regime was found to have a
rather dierent eet on the two devies. The rst devie was aeted
by a bias as low as 1 mV, with the quantized plateau moving below the
ef value for one bias diretion. The seond devie was more robust with
10 mV being needed to hange the plateaux dramatially. Another im-
portant observation was that the plateaux of the rst devie were only
visible on one ooldown of the devie. Both prior (by Dr J. Shilton) and
subsequent (by the author) ooldowns of this devie showed no quanti-
zation, with impurity indued features learly visible in the data. It was
therefore not possible to say onlusively whether impurity eets were
important for the observation of quantized aoustoeletri plateaux. The
model whih the authors used to qualitatively disuss the aoustoeletri
urrent quantization was as follows; a shemati diagram is shown in g-
ure 2.2. In the pinhed-o regime the soure and drain either side of the
split-gate are separated by a saddle-point potential, the hannel entre
being at a higher potential than the Fermi energy in the 2D regions. The
appliation of a SAW to the system results in a sinusoidal modulation
of this potential landsape whih travels at the SAW veloity. If this
modulation is of suÆient amplitude then eletrons will be transported
aross the barrier by the SAW. Under ertain onditions the transport
will be quantized. The reason for this is the Coulomb interation between
eletrons in eah minima, whih opens up energy gaps between the states
ontaining dierent numbers of eletrons. The system an be thought of
as a hain of moving quantum dots whih form at the entrane to the
onstrition and then move along the hannel of the split gate before
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Figure 2.2: Shemati diagram of the qualitative model used to disuss aous-
toeletri urrent quantization in ref. [63℄.
being deposited in the 2DEG on the far side of the gate. The urrent
measured between the entrane and exit is quantized as a funtion of
gate voltage sine hanging the stati potential due to the gate will al-
ter the dimensions of the quantum dots forming in the entrane to the
onstrition. For just one eletron to be transported the energy of the
seond bound state must beome higher than the SAW barrier behind it
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to allow it to esape.
This simple piture has ated as a starting point for some of the the-
oretial investigations of this system whih will be disussed later. The
importane of the observations an be understood in the ontext of the
disussion of quantized urrent ontained in the previous hapter. The
ruial point is the operational frequeny of the devies (near 3 GHz),
some three orders of magnitude higher than that of the eletrons pumps
and turnstiles; suh urrents are high enough for metrologial applia-
tions. This tehnique therefore represents a possible route towards a
urrent standard. The system is also interesting as an example of an
adiabati quantum pump, suh as that disussed by Thouless [36℄ and
Niu [42℄. Suh a system has not been experimentally realized before, and
is therefore of fundamental interest.
2.7 Open questions in quantized aouto-
eletri transport
Two major experimental diÆulties had to be overome at the begin-
ning of the present work before progress ould be made, and they are
summarised below.
1) Reproduibility; A quantized urrent had been found in only two
out of the tens of devies measured. Ways had to be found to improve
the devie fabriation and testing proedure to enable a systemati study
of the quantization. The details of how this was aomplished are given
in the following hapter.
2) RTS noise; The initial measurements showed a heavy RTS noise
signal whih strongly eeted observations of the eet. It was unlear
whether the RTS noise was in some way intrinsi to the quantization or
whether it ould be redued or removed. A SAW urrent pump with
fast random utuations would be of limited use either in the pratial
realization of a urrent standard or for a detailed investigation of the
physis of the single eletron transport proess.
The most important questions to be answered after dealing with these
problems were as follows:
1) Auray. If noise problems ould be overome, what would be the
auray of the SAW indued quantization.
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SAW/LDS interations Chapter: 2
2) Could higher plateaux be observed and utilized for urrent stan-
dard appliations?
3) What was the frequeny, temperature dependene, soure-drain
bias and power dependene of suh devies? What was the relationship
between these parameters and ould they be ontrolled?
4) What was the eet of a magneti eld applied to the system?
5) How did hanges to the devie geometry aet the quantization?
It is these questions whih provided the starting point for the exper-
imental work desribed in hapters 5-7 of the present thesis.
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Chapter 3
Proessing and measurement
of SAW devies
This hapter sets out the proessing tehniques used in the fabriation
of surfae aousti wave devies for this work. The fabriation of high
frequeny transduers with a split-gate presents a set of problems unique
to this projet, though several of the steps are standard tehniques in
GaAs proessing. All of the work desribed in this thesis required the
prodution and propagation of a powerful surfae aousti wave aross a
wafer surfae. This neessitates a partiularly areful proessing regime,
and the steps taken to ahieve this are highlighted. The tehniques used
in the assessment of devies and seletion of those for detailed study is
then presented.
3.1 Devie design
The basi design of the optial maskset used in this work was arried
out by Dr. Valery Tayanskii and Dr. Julian Shilton in 1996, details of
whih an be found in ref. [62℄. In 1998 a new mask set was designed
and fabriated by the author, whih inorporated several improvements
and additions to this design. Surfae aousti waves are generated from
transduers situated either side of a mesa ontaining a 2DEG. On the
mesa are either six Shottky gate ontats, allowing the manufature
of three independent split gates, or an ethed onstrition. The most
important aspet of the design is the shielding of the d.. portion of
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Proessing and measurement Chapter: 3
the hip from r.f. elds originating at the transduers. Retiation of
this signal by the d.. portion of the iruit leads to a ross-talk signal.
The isolation is ahieved rstly by plaing transduer ontats well away
(3 mm) from the mesa, and then by the use of a dieletri sreen over
the gate ontats, apaitively oupled to ground. The hip itself is held
within an aluminum pakage, as desribed later. After solder onnetions
have been made between transduer ontats and o-axial wires opper
sreens are plaed over the r.f. ontats for further shielding. By this
stage the hip is ontained within a avity of dimensions muh smaller
( 5 mm) than the wavelength of mirowave propagation in air for the
frequenies studied (near 10 m). All these fators allow the SAW devies
measured in this work to operate in ontinuous wave mode, without
needing a pulsed tehnique to separate the aoustoeletri signal from
rosstalk.
3.2 Optial proessing
The rst stage of devie fabriation is wafer growth. For the majority
of work presented in this thesis wafers were seleted from the supply
available at the Cavendish Laboratory MBE faility, and were grown
by either Dr. Dave Rithie or Dr. Mihelle Simmons. Heterojuntions
with a 2D layer 1000

Abelow the surfae were mainly used for the losed
hannel work where it was important to obtain a large SAW potential and
high aoustoeletri urrents. Work on lean 1-d hannels used deeper
HEMTs with the 2DEG typially at 3000

A. 2D dark mobilities were
in the range 0.7 to 1.5  10
6
m
2
V
 1
s
 1
with arrier onentrations
from 1.7 to 2.7  10
11
m
 2
. An important riterion in the seletion of
wafer is that of surfae morphology. High defet densities and surfae
roughness are expeted to aet the strength of surfae aousti waves
propagating aross wafer surfaes. Surfae roughness is parameterized
by the use of an Atomi Fore Mirosope (AFM) operating in tapping
mode. Wafers with high defet density are avoided sine they ause
problems with transduer fabriation later in the proess.
Setions of wafer are leaved into hips using a diamond sribe. The
majority of devies produed are 2 mm  8 mm, with six dened on the
same hip. During sribing are is taken to orientate the wafer so that
SAWs will be generated in the [110℄ rystallographi diretion to take
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Chapter: 3 Proessing and measurement
advantage of the enhaned aoustoeletri oupling along this axis. In
order to isolate a region of 2DEG and reate a mesa wet ething is used.
A 1.2 m layer of Shipley Miroposit 1830 resist is spun onto the leaved
wafer, whih is then hardened on a hotplate for ten minutes at 115
Æ
C.
A mask aligner is used to bring the overed wafer segments into diret
ontat with a hrome-on-glass mask before exposing the pattern using
an ultraviolet lamp. The positive resist is developed away in those areas
exposed by the mask. The exposed wafer surfae is then ethed using a
dilute sulphuri aid/hydrogen peroxide mixture of omposition 1:8:125
(by volume) H
2
SO
4
/H
2
O
2
/H
2
0. The eth-rate whih this omposition
gives is around 10 nm s
 1
. The thikness of the mesa dened during the
eth is determined using a standard ommerial Dektak instrument.
The following three stages require the use of a `lift-o' proedure.
Photo-resist is patterned to form a shadow mask for material evaporated
onto the surfae of the hip. The resist is then stripped leaving a pattern
as shown in gure 3.1. Shipley 1830 resist is used for eah of these
patterning stages, with exposure again performed using an ultraviolet
mask aligner. Material is evaporated onto the patterned substrate using
Edwards evaporators at a bakground pressure of around 1x10
 6
mbar.
Cerami boats are heated to provide a thermal ux of metal onto the
regions of substrate exposed through the resist pattern. A rystal gauge
determines the thikness of metal deposited during evaporation, and a
manual shutter is used to ut o the soure when the desired thikness
has been reahed.
To ontat the 2D gas at the heterojuntion interfae ohmi ontats
are dened in the mesa. To give a good resist underut after development
samples are soaked in hlorobenzene for 5 minutes prior to developing.
This has the eet of hardening the upper layer of the resist and improves
the underut of the resist prole. After developing the pattern 100 nm
of a Au/Ge/Ni alloy is then deposited by evaporation and the hips
annealed at a temperature of 480
Æ
C for 3 minutes. Split gates and
transduers are made in two stages. An optial lift-o proedure is rst
used to deposit a 20/80 nm thikness of NiCr/Au. Finer features are
formed later using eletron beam lithography. Of partiular importane
during the optial proedure is the need to maintain an underut resist
prole during patterning. If this due not happen a wall of optial material
an be formed at the edge of the pattern whih will shear through any
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Pro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Figure 3.1: Shemati diagram of the lift-o proedure. (a) The surfae of
the substrate is washed in aetone and isopropyl alohol before (b) a layer of
resist is spun-on and hardened. () The resist is patterned by exposure to
an ultraviolet lamp through a hrome-on-glass mask. (d) Chips are soaked in
hlorobenzene to provide an underut prole after development. (e) Metal is
evaporated onto the hip under high vauum and stiks to those parts of the
wafer surfae not overed by resist. (f) Resist is stripped leaving the metal
pattern and the hip is ready for subsequent proessing.
overlaying material deposited later. This is shown in gure 3.2. To
optimise the prole onstant attention must be paid to the onentration
(and therefore age) of the hlorobenzene and resist used, adjusting the
proessing onditions if these fators hange.
The nal stage of optial proessing again uses the lift-o proedure,
this time to form an isolating sreen above the gate material. In the
evaporation 300 nm of Ge
x
O is used, followed by a 20 nm layer of gold
(x is a value between 1 and 2 representing the non-stoihiometri nature
of the ompound).
3.3 Ebeam proessing
The priniple behind eletron beam lithography of metal features is sim-
ilar to that used in the optial lift-o proedure, a patterned resist being
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Chapter: 3 Proessing and measurement
Figure 3.2: (a) Shemati of unoptimized gate prole during the lift-o proe-
dure. The resist is 1200 nm thik with a 20/80 nm NiCr/Au layer deposited by
evaporation on top. A rough edge is left after lift-o tears away the metal layer
whih an break overlaying layers deposited later. (b) Tapping mode AFM
setion showing high ridge. (),(d) Ideal step edge after proess optimization.
used as an evaporation mask. In exposing the organi resist to an ele-
tron ux long-hain moleules are broken up whih allows them to be
dissolved in an MIBK / IPA mixture. For the majority of this work
the Semiondutor Physis Group's modied Hitahi S-800 mirosope
was used to draw the ne features neessary in split-gate and transduer
fabriation. The main diÆulty in fabriating transduers was found
to be variations in beam urrent during the drawing proess. These
are typially aused by noise generated at the SEM tip whih results in
overexposure of ngers in the interdigital array. Several tehniques were
tried to improve transduer yield inluding the use of bi-layer resists and
a two stage proess fabriating transduer ngers in a separate stage
from the link pads. The latter allowed more latitude in the exposure but
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Figure 3.3: Sale diagram of the optial lithography stages used in the fabri-
ation of a SAW devie with Shottky gates. See text for details of materials
used at eah stage.
was eventually abandoned as a high enough yield of 1 m interdigital
pith transduers ould be fabriated in a single stage proess. Using a
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high beam urrent of 100 pA with a single 180 nm layer of P5 resist the
present yield is around 80 %. Devies are developed in a methyl isobutyl
ketone : IPA (1:3 by volume) mixture typially for around 10 seonds. A
series of progressively dosed boxes were drawn at the same time as trans-
duers to at as a guide for developing the exposed pattern. This redued
variations in nger width aused by hanges in dose and developer on-
entration or temperature between proessing runs. Split Shottky gates
were fabriated using standard e-beam tehniques disussed at length in
many of the thesis available from our group. Partiular are was taken
to obtain a smooth prole edge along the hannel.
Some of the ethed gates disussed in this thesis were fabriated by
Dr. A. Kristensen using a JEOL mirosope at the Niels Bohr Institute
in Copenhagen. After a 5 minute pre-bake at 180
Æ
C a 4% solution of
PMMA is spun at 6000 rpm for 60 seonds to give a thikness of around
150 nm. The resist is baked for 5 minutes at 180
Æ
C before exposure.
Care is taken during the drawing proedure not to expose the entral
gate region to the eletron beam, the orret drawing eld is found by
relative positioning of the SEM stage from known marks on the sample.
An aelerating voltage of 30 kV with a beam urrent of around 50 pA is
used in drawing the gate. The pattern is developed in an MIBK/IPA (1:3
by volume) mixture for 60 seonds. After rinsing in IPA and inspetion
of the devoloped pattern the hannel is ethed using H
3
PO
4
: H
2
O
2
: H
2
0
(1:1:38 by volume) whih gives an eth rate of around 50-60 nm per
minute. The time is adjusted to ensure that the eth goes below the
depth of the dopant layer. A typial gate ethed using this proess is
shown in gure 3.4.
3.4 Sribing and xing
After optial and e-beam proessing is omplete wafer segments are
leaved into individual hips using a diamond sribe. They are then
xed into purpose built hip arriers using spots of silver dag and GE
varnish. GE varnish ats as a glue and silver dag redues rosstalk. Sev-
eral dierent designs of hip arrier have been used. The design of eah
was based around the need to ensure both isolation of the d.. ontats
from airborne r.f. elds and easy transfer between the four ryostats
used. Later designs allow more d.. ontats to be made to the mesa
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Figure 3.4: Mirograph of onstrition fabriated by Dr. Kristensen using
the JEOL mirosope in the Copenhagen group.
whilst oering better isolation from rosstalk.
3.5 Bonding
After devies are mounted onnetions are made from the hip to the
arrier using a thermosoni ball bonder. The hip pakage is plaed on
the heated stage of this mahine, above whih a metal arm holding a
erami apillary is situated. A thin gold bre is threaded through this
apillary. The idea is to make a link between the d.. ontat pads on
the mesa and an array of gold ontat pads on the hip pakage using
this wire.
First the arm of the bonder is brought down onto the mesa's gold bond
pad. An ultrasoni disharge melts the end of the gold thread forming a
link to the ontat pad. The arm is then moved to the ontat pad on
the hip pakage and lowered again. Compression and a seond disharge
forms this bond before the gold wire is snapped by a seond arm moving
into the thread. An eletrostati disharge between the seond arm and
the end of the gold wire forms a ball at the end of the gold thread ready
40
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for the next bond. In the early stages of this projet the ball bonder
was the soure of many damaged split gates, whose small apaitane
rendered them partiularly suseptible to eletrostati disharge.
Conneting all D.C. ontats together on the hip pakage before
bonding redued the possibility of damage due to dierenes in volt-
age aross the arms of a split gate. Bonding all ohmi ontats before
gates removed the need for any eletrostati disharges after bonding the
split-gates. If several gates were present all split gate arms on one side
of a devie were bonded before the other side, leaving at least 2 min-
utes between eah arm. This redued the possibility of damage due to
disharge, possibly from surfae states holding harge after a bond. In
addition the sparking unit was always swithed o before making a bond.
The eletrostati disharge that forms a ball may have been responsible
for some split-gate damage, so are was taken to only make a ball when
the devies were well away from the arm assembly. After employing all
of these safety features the rate of devie destrution on the bonder fell
from around 1 in 3 to a negligible rate.
3.6 Attahing to probes
Next the hip pakages are mounted on a opper mounting where mi-
rowave onnetions are made to opper o-axial lines using low temper-
ature SMA mirowave onnetors. D.C. ontats are soldered to twisted
pairs. The rigidity of our low temperature mirowave o-axial lines ne-
essitates dierent assemblies for perpendiular and parallel eld exper-
iments. A diagram of the two types of mounting is shown in Figure
3.5
After soldering r.f. ontats opper sreens are plaed over the o-
axial lines and srewed down. The idea is to form a avity for the samples
whose dimensions are small relative to the wavelength of applied r.f. sig-
nal in free spae. This redues any airborne r.f. signal that ould be reti-
ed by the d.. wires leading to spurious ross-talk indued signals. One
srewed into a opper mounting samples are not removed until omplete
haraterization has taken plae. They are transferred between ryostats
in the same disk without demounting. This was found to ensure repeata-
bility in the sensitive mirowave measurements. Prior to the adoption of
this method problems were found when ross talk suppression hanged
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Pro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between mounting ongurations. Lastly the opper mounts ontaining
the sample are attahed to a ryostat for measurement. Mirowave on-
netions are made using low temperature SMA onnetors throughout.
D.C. wires are taken from the disks in twisted pairs to terminate at room
temperature in standard BNC onnetors
3.7 Measurement tehniques
The most ommon measurements performed in the ourse of this work
have been ondutane and aoustoeletri urrent measurements. A two
terminal ondutane measurement is typially performed at a onstant
exitation voltage, hosen to be low enough to avoid eletron heating by
the urrent produed. Typial values are between 10 and 100 V. An
osillator is used to provide both the exitation voltage (and division)
and a referene signal for a lok-in amplier. The majority of ondu-
tane measurements have been performed using a EG+G lok-in ampli-
er whih has an internal pre-amp outputting 10
6
V/A. Between sample
ohmi ontats and the pre-amp input a D.C. bloking apaitor is used
to prevent the (1 mV) pre-amp burden voltage from produing spuri-
ous urrents. Typial lok-in measurement frequenies are around 80 Hz
hosen to avoid mains pikup. The analogue voltage output of the lok-
in is read with a CIL mirosystems analogue-to-digital onverter (ADC),
and reorded using an Aorn Arhemedes omputer running software
written in-house by Dr. C. Ford. Gates are ontrolled by this soft-
ware through a Ioteh digital-to-analogue onverter (DAC). Mirowave
lters are used to redue high frequeny noise. The resolution of the
gate voltage (normally 0.25 mV up to 1 V) is improved using a voltage
dividing arrangement of resistors. Leakage urrents are monitored when
neessary using a Keithley Soure/Measure unit, whih simultaneously
outputs voltage and measures indued urrent. Aoustoeletri urrent
measurements are performed aross a 2DEG in several ways. Firstly, a
lok-in amplier an be used by pulse modulating the mirowave signal.
This tehnique is useful in measurements where the burden voltage of a
D.C. setup an inuene results; in measurement on open 1-d hannels
for example. The disadvantage is usually a loss of auray and inreased
noise relative to a d.. setup, and the latter are therefore preferred in
aoustoeletri urrent quantization experiments. A Stanford Researh
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systems SR530 low-noise urrent preamplier or a Keithley SMU have
both proved to be useful. The Stanford instrument an operate for 15
hours on its internal batteries, a faility used extensively in the sensitive
assessment of urrent steps.
3.8 Initial assessment
The initial assessment of a devie is arried out in a He dewar. Mea-
surements of mirowave transmittane are made aross the delay line
formed by the two transduers on either side of a devie. A peak in
transmittane appears as a sample is ooled. On hitting liquid's surfae
SAWs are immediately damped and a sudden drop in transmittane is
observed. The probe is then raised slightly to allow a measurement of
aoustoeletri urrent or lowered further to ensure that the tempera-
ture is as low as possible for ondutane measurements. At this stage
ohmi ontats are heked for good  2 k
 ontat resistane and gates
are swept individually to hek for leakage with a SMU. Next two ter-
minal ondutane measurements are performed to observe ballisti 1-d
plateaus in the onstrition. In some devies several plateaus in the on-
dutane an be observed at 4 K. The other important assessment at
this stage is to hek for any RTS struture. Wafers that onsistently
show RTS struture in gate haraterization are avoided. Next aous-
toletri urrent is measured for eah transduer. If the devie has two
transduers the approximate entre frequeny an be dedued from the
earlier transmittane measurement and used as a starting point to nd
the peak in urrent from either transduer alone. Very low urrent levels
are observed before gate denition so a voltage of -0.3 V is generally ap-
plied to the gates to allow urrent to be indued between ohmi ontats
on either side of the gate. After nding the peak in urrent at the en-
tre of the passband of eah transduer the magnitude of the urrent is
then measured as a funtion of gate voltage for several mirowave pow-
ers. This measures the transduer eÆieny at produing urrent both in
open hannel and, when appliable, beyond ondutane pinh-o. The
proess is repeated for eah gate on a hip.
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Pro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3.9 Cryostat transfer
After testing a devie at 4.2 K to ensure that transduers, gates and
ohmi ontats are all working orretly devies are transferred on their
opper disk to one of three systems: a top loading
3
He ryostat, a 1.2 K
glass ryostat or a
3
He/
4
He dilution refrigerator. Care is taken to avoid
eletrostati damage to the gates whilst remounting. During soldering
devies the soldering iron, user, probe, opper disk and tweezers are all
grounded. After ooling to 1.2 K the heks detailed above are repeated
to ensure that no hange has ourred sine dipping. Detailed measure-
ments an then begin.
3.10 Low temperature tehniques
The majority of the measurements ontained in this thesis were per-
formed using a single-shot Oxford
3
He ryostat with sliding seal insert.
This system uses
3
He to ool samples to around 300 mK. The ost of
3
He
is suh that it must be reyled in the ryostat. A shemati diagram of
the system is shown in gure 3.7. To ool the sample spae below 4.2 K
4
He is bled from the main bath into the 1 K pot and pumped to redue
its boiling point to 1.2 K. The haroal sorb is heated at the same time
to evaporate the few s of
3
He whih it ontains. This ondenses on
the 1 K pot and runs down into the sample spae. When all the
3
He
has ondensed the sorb is ooled by turning o its heater. This redues
the vapour pressure above the liquid
3
He and the sample temperature
drops to around 300 mk. Hold time at base temperature largely depends
on the heat load in the sample spae, several hours being typial for the
majority of mirowave experiments desribed here. When the
3
He harge
has fully evaporated it must be reyled by heating the sorb before re-
ooling. The probe uses a sliding seal arrangement with vauum lok to
allow sample hangeover is a matter of around 6 hours. Copper o-axial
transmission lines were used to onnet mirowave ttings in the sample
spae to the room temperature mirowave soure.
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Chapter: 3 Pro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Figure 3.5: Shemati of the bonding onguration (a) and 2 types of mount-
ing used to orientate the magneti eld (b) perpendiular and () parallel to
the 1D hannel. Misorientation of samples due to the xed o-axial lines is
limited to around 5 degrees. D.C. onnetions were made from the ontats
shown in (a) to small PCB's on the rear side of the opper mounts (not shown)
and then along the length of the ryostat probe in twisted pairs.
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Figure 3.6: The experimental setup used to perform low-noise measurements
of devie ondutane at 300mK. For aoustoeletri urrent measurements in
losed hannel a D.C. low noise urrent preamplier was used in plae of the
lok-in and signal generator.
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Figure 3.7: Shemati diagram of the proess used to ool samples to 300 mK
in the top loading
3
He ryostat, after ref.[65℄.
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Chapter 4
SAW transport in open 1D
systems
4.1 Introdution
A surfae aousti wave traveling over a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostruture
may indue a d.. urrent through a quasi-one dimensional hannel de-
ned within it. Experimental results are presented from two types of
devie. The rst are retangular Shottky split gates fabriated above a
deep HEMT, the seond semiirular onstritions formed using a shallow
ething tehnique. For the former devies lear osillatory behavior are
found as a funtion of gate voltage for all subbands in the onstritions.
In the latter the aoustoeletri urrent resembles the devie ondu-
tane. The observations demonstrate the importane of point ontat
geometry in determining the form of the measured aoustoeletri ur-
rent and are disussed within the theoretial frameworks whih have been
developed reently.
4.2 Summary of prior work
To the author's knowledge the only observations of an aoustoeletrially
driven d.. urrent in a quasi-1D system prior to the present work were
performed by Shilton et al in 1996 [56, 62℄ who found an osillatory aous-
toeletri urrent as a funtion of gate voltage for some subbands in a
quasi-1D onstrition. The data were aeted by the appearane of reso-
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SAW transport in open 1D systems Chapter: 4
nanes presumed to be aused by impurities in the hannels measured. In
partiular the redued sreening at low subband oupany meant that
impurity eets dominated transport in the lowest few subbands, leading
to unreproduible struture. The lowest subband was found to be parti-
ularly suseptible to impurity eets in the experiments of refs. [56, 62℄,
whih was unfortunate sine other ontemporaneous results had shown
interesting eets in this regime of gate voltage [22℄.
For higher subbands the urrent was found to display osillatory be-
havior as a funtion of gate voltage whih was interpreted as being due
to a mathing of veloities between the SAW and slow eletrons in the
uppermost subband of the onstrition. Prior theoretial work on the
aoustoeletri eet in open 1-D quantum hannels has been summa-
rized in hapter 2.
4.3 Aoustoeletri urrent in deep HEMT
layers
The manufature of lean 1D systems has been an objet of muh inter-
est in the semiondutor physis ommunity sine the rst observations
of transport in split-gate systems. Approahes have been adopted in
to improve the number and atness of ondutane plateaux by redu-
ing potential utuations in the onstrition. One of the most suessful
tehniques has been the use of deeper eletron layers, where a large buer
layer is used to inrease the separation between dopant atoms and the
eletron hannel. This improves the quality of the hannel and has al-
lowed the observation of up to 26 1D subbands in devies formed using
the split-gate tehnique [22℄.
The major drawbak in the use of deep layer HEMTs for high fre-
queny SAW work is the deay length of the SAW beneath the wafer
surfae, whih is typially lose to the SAW wavelength [66℄. A lower
aoustoeletri urrent is therefore expeted in wafers with a deeper ele-
tron layer sine the aoustoeletri urrent depends on SAW magnitude.
In the results desribed in this hapter SAWs of around 1 m wavelength
were exited, and the depth of the eletron layer was at most 0.3 m.
Wafer T353, used extensively in the present work, was grown with the
matrix sequene shown in gure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Cross setional representation of Cavendish wafer T353 grown
using the indiated matrix materials.
The depth of the 2DEG in this wafer is three times larger than that
used in the work of ref. [63℄, and the low temperature mobility assessed
from Hall bars made from the same material is 2.2  10
11
m
2
V
 1
s
 1
,
nearly ten times higher. The improved quality of this wafer relative to
that used in previous SAW investigations is evident from the numerous
ondutane plateaux observed in split gates made from this material.
Six devies were measured, and the qualitative features of the aous-
toeletri urrent were similar with the exeption of pinh-o voltage,
whih utuated by around 1 V between nominally idential gates. The
aoustoeletri urrent in the leanest two onstritions (out of a total of
15 gates measured) judged by the number and atness of the ondutane
plateaux will now be disussed.
In gure 4.2 the aoustoeletri urrent generated by transduers on
either side of a split-gate is shown along with the delay line transmittane.
This observation demonstrated the feasibility of using deep HEMTs for
SAW work. The magnitude of the peaks in gure 4.2 is lower than
that obtained in shallow (100 nm) HEMT strutures by around 50% for
similar power levels, and low urrent was a general feature of all of the
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Figure 4.2: (a) The aoustoeletri urrent measured as a funtion of
soure frequeny for transduers fabriated on either side of a deep ele-
tron layer HEMT. (Cavendish wafer T353) T=300 mK. Mirowave soure
power=10 dBm. Suh plots demonstrate the feasibility of studying aousto-
eletri eets in the GHz range in HEMTs with large spaer layers. The
gate voltage was set to denition of the split-gate ( = -0.54 V). The relative
magnitude of the peaks is an indiation of the transduer eÆienies and any
asymmetry in the split gate potential. (b) Transmittane of the delay line
formed by the transduer pair.
samples made from this wafer. The most likely explanation is the depth
of the eletron layer, though inreased surfae roughness due to growth
onditions annot be exluded. The position of the peak in gure 4.2
agrees to within 1% with that expeted from the transduer period and
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the SAW veloity on GaAs. The diretion of indued urrent agrees with
that expeted for SAW transported eletrons. The aoustoeletri origin
of the peaks is also apparent in the damping of the resonane when
the sample is immersed in liquid He and the lak of other resonanes
in the range D.C. to 5 GHz. Samples drawn by e-beam with nominally
idential transduers produe resonant peaks with around 0.1% variation
in observed entre frequeny. Suh a small dierene an be explained
by small variations in sample orientation during the writing proedure,
as disussed in the previous hapter.
4.3.1 Aoustoeletri urrent in open hannel
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the ondutane and open hannel aoustoele-
tri urrent as a funtion of gate voltage for two split gates on wafer
T353. The gates were drawn with dimensions w=0.7m, l=0.7m, yield-
ing a hannel length omparable to the SAW wavelength after taking into
aount depletion elds. The ondutane is well behaved, with up to 19
plateaux observable. The subtration of a onstant series resistane is
found to align the ondutane plateaux to within 1% of 2e
2
/h. The sub-
band separation of the lowest two subbands in the two gates was found
to be 1 and 2 meV for samples T353a and T353b respetively using the
standard tehnique of applying a suÆient soure-drain bias to obtain
half-plateaux [67℄.
The main features of the aoustoeletri urrent are now disussed.
Clear osillatory struture is found for all subbands in the onstritions.
The position of minima in aoustoeletri urrent oinides with the en-
tre of the ondutane steps. No irreproduible struture is observed for
the lower subbands, in ontrast to ref. [63℄. The osillatory struture
is maintained over a wide range of mirowave power, from the lowest
level at whih an aoustoeletri urrent was measured (-15 dBm and
-18 dBm in samples a and b respetively) up to the range in whih the
ondutane started to smear (above 5 dBm) as desribed below. Of
partiular relevane to the data desribed later in this hapter is the
observation that the osillations show no plateaux in-between maxima.
A rising bakground urrent is observed, the origin of whih is unlear.
It is possible that this urrent represents a semi-quantized ontribution
from the devie leads sine it appears to roughly proportional to the de-
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Figure 4.3: (a) Condutane of Shottky gated devie T353a measured us-
ing a 10 V exitation voltage in a two-terminal onguration. T=300 mK.
The data are orreted for a 900 
 series resistane, omprised of the ohmi
ontat and 2D lead resistanes, hosen to align the plateaux to 2e
2
/h. (b)
Aoustoeletri urrent measured through the onstrition. Mirowaves were
applied at a soure power of -5 dBm at a frequeny of 2.693 GHz, the latter
oiniding with the peak in the transduer response.
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Figure 4.4: Data taken in a similar manner to the previous gure for a seond
sample T353b. (a) Condutane of devie measured using a 10 V exitation
voltage in a two-terminal onguration. T=300 mK. The data are orreted
for a 600 
 series resistane, omprised of the ohmi ontat and 2D lead
resistanes, hosen to align the plateaux to 2e
2
/h. (b) Aoustoeletri urrent
measured through the onstrition. Mirowaves were applied at a soure power
of -5 dBm and a frequeny of 2.682 GHz, the latter oiniding with the peak
in the transduer response.
vie ondutane. Against this argument is the fat that the minima of
the osillations do not monotonially inrease as a funtion of opening
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the hannel, as shown in gure 4.3. Muh better evidene for an open
hannel urrent quantized in a similar manner to the ondutane will
be given later. It is interesting to disuss the amplitude of the aousto-
eletri urrent osillations as a funtion of gate voltage, sine in prior
work the amplitude of the osillations has been dominated by impurity
eets. The amplitude of the osillations is seen to derease as the han-
nel is opened. The most likely explanation for this behaviour is simply
the redued subband spaing for the higher subbands. Note that the
ondutane is smoothed for higher subbands in a similar manner.
4.3.2 Exlusion of ross-talk as a possible meha-
nism of inuene
The parasiti retiation of mirowave signals by the gate ontats is
a proess whih was important to suppress for the purpose of the mea-
surements ontained in this thesis. Details of the mask design used to
ahieve this aim have been given in the previous hapter.
In ref. [63℄ a large ross-talk signal meant that the simultaneous a-
tion of ross-talk and SAW signals ould not be exluded from the data.
In partiular the aoustoeletri urrent was found to osillate sharply
as a funtion of frequeny within the transduer passband. The modu-
lation period as a funtion of frequeny agreed with that expeted from
interferene between the SAW signal and diret line-of sight r.f. pikup
by the gate. The size of this osillation onstituted a large proportion of
the signal and it was therefore unlear to what extent the osillations as
a funtion of gate voltage ould be attributed to ross-talk. This point
was aknowledged in ref. [63℄. For all samples measured in the present
hapter no disernible hange in the gate voltage position of features
in open-hannel aoustoeletri urrent was found over the transduer
passband. A typial set of traes for sample T353a is shown in gure 4.5.
Suh data an be used to exlude ross-talk from the mehanism
whih is responsible for the osillations as a funtion of gate voltage.
Two piees of evidene are used to support this laim. Firstly, the ross-
talk ontribution was found to be at most 25% of the total signal for
devie T353a and T353b, this gure being the hange in the measured
urrent over one ross-talk indued 1.4 MHz osillation near the entre
of the transduer passband. This hange in urrent over the osillation
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Figure 4.5: Data taken over a range of frequenies near the entre of the
transduer passband. (a) The urrent as a funtion of gate voltage, subsequent
traes oset by 45 pA. The value of urrent beyond pinh-o is used to indiate
the soure frequeny on the y axis. (b) The gate voltage positions of minima in
aoustoeletri urrent osillations for the same data as in (a). The positions
of the osillations are independent of the ross-talk signal. Sample is T353b,
T = 300mK.
period is up to four times smaller than that observed as a funtion of
gate voltage. Seondly, alterations in frequeny do not aet the gate
voltages at whih the extrema in the osillations our. This is shown
in gure 4.5 (b). Beause of these two points it is reasonable to neglet
ross-talk as a mehanism responsible for the osillations as a funtion
of gate voltage.
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4.3.3 Aoustoondutane of lean quantum han-
nels
Another measurement whih gives information onerning the interation
of the SAW with the eletrons in a 1-D system is the aoustoondutane.
This is the ontribution to the ondutane whih is due interation
between phonons and the harge arriers.
At SAW powers well above that those shown in gures 4.3 and 4.4
the ondutane plateaux are found to smear appreiably. This is shown
in gure 4.6. Tuning the applied mirowave frequeny to outside of the
transduer passband removes the smearing eet. From this we may ex-
lude diret loal heating of the sample by mirowave power as a proess
responsible for the smearing eet, though the possibility of the SAW
itself induing heating in the sample annot be exluded by this mea-
surement. A separate way of looking for possible heating eets is to
monitor the 2D SdH amplitude as a funtion of SAW power. No hange
in the SdH amplitude was found over the range of mirowave powers
applied. A possible explanation for the observations an be made in the
ontext of a smearing proess whereby the 1-D subband struture is af-
feted by the ation of the powerful SAW. Intuitively one might expet
suh perturbation to beome apparent when the amplitude of the SAW
is omparable to the subband spaing. The subband spaing of the rst
two subbands in these samples was found to be 10.1 meV using the
method of Patel et al [67℄. The transmittane of the delay line formed by
both transduers showed a peak of near -60 dB at the middle of the pass-
band. Assuming that the two transduers had similar eÆieny, whih
is reasonable sine the aoustoeletri urrent that they generated was
similar, this indiates a loss of 30 dBm for eah transduer. For 8 dBm
(the point at whih the traes beame smooth) we have an unsreened
SAW intensity of around -22 dBm. If the orret interpretation of the
data is the fast perturbation of the 1D subband struture in the presene
of a SAW ausing a smoothing of the ondutane then we may equate
-22 dBm with the subband spaing and use this as a oarse indiation of
the SAW potential in the 1D hannel at this power level.
In ref. [68℄ the aoustoondutane of a quantum hannel longer than
the SAW wavelength was treated theoretially. The main nding was a
ontribution to the ondutane from the SAW whih osillated as a fun-
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Figure 4.6: The low frequeny (80 Hz) ondutane of samples T353a (a) and
T353b (b) as a funtion of gate voltage for the indiated range of ontinuously
applied SAW powers (T=300 mK). Frequeny of the mirowave soure is set
to oinide with the peak in transduer response at 2.693 GHz. Conseutive
traes are oset by 77 S for larity. Power levels above -2 dBm are found to
smear the ondutane plateaux. Below this power level no hange is visible
in the data. Above 8 dBm the ondutane is smooth with only hints of lower
subbands visible in the data. Moving the applied mirowave frequeny to
outside of the transduer passband removes the smearing eet.
tion of the Fermi energy. For the samples measured the hannel length
was omparable to the SAW wavelength so this treatment should not
stritly be appliable to our experimental situation. Another theoretial
treatment of the aoustoondutane of a quantum wire has very reently
given by Blenowe and Shik [69℄. This theory was developed in response
to data from the Nottingham group whih shows a negative ontribution
to the ondutane whih osillates with subband oupany [70℄. In
these experiments [70, 71℄ a heater ating as a soure of ballisti phonons
was loated opposite a split-gate on the reverse side of the sample. The
hange in the ondutane of the hannel due to 20 ns long heater pulses
was monitored and negative osillations in the ondutane were found as
funtion of subband oupany monitored by the gate voltage, the largest
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Figure 4.7: (a) The ondutane measured using a low frequeny (80 Hz)
two terminal lok-in tehnique as a funtion of gate voltage for several applied
mirowave powers at a frequeny oinident with the peak in transduer re-
sponse. Devie is T353a, T=300 mK. The SAW is applied ontinuously. High
SAW powers are found to perturb the subband struture suÆiently to smear
the ondutane plateaux. (b) The frequeny dependene of the ondutane
with powerful (8 dBm) SAW applied. Conseutive traes moving up the page
are taken with an inrement in gate voltage of 13 mV. The ondutane is
found to inrease in the regime of powerful SAW prodution for high sub-
bands and derease for the lowest subbands (i = 1; 2). Near pinh-o the
ondutane beomes positive one more under the ation of the SAW.
redution in ondutivity being found for gate voltages in-between the
QPC plateaux. Simple heating of the hannel from the pulses was ex-
luded from the measurements by plotting the temperature dependene
of the ondutane whih behaved in a dierent manner to the hange in
ondutane due to the ballisti phonons interating with the hannel;
G due to heating showed osillations about G=0, whereas the G
measured due to ballisti phonon impat with the hannel showed only
negative osillations with maxima at the steps in QPC ondutane. The
authors argue that the reason for their observed redution in G under
the inuene of the phonon signal is inreased baksattering within the
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hannel. In our ase diret heating of the sample from one end by the
r.f. signal has been exluded by onsidering the frequeny response of
the smearing eet and heating of the 2D eletron gas by the SAW is
exluded by the absene of any hange in the SdH amplitude. It is inter-
esting to note that the smearing eet leads to an inrease in ondutane
for the upper subbands in the onstrition, whereas for the lowest sub-
band inreasing mirowave power leads to a redution in the measured
ondutane. This is shown in gure 4.7 (a). Figure 4.7 (b) shows an
alternative way of measuring the SAW indued ontribution to the on-
dutane where the frequeny of the mirowave soure is swept around
the SAW resonane. The data shows a similar piture under reverse of
the SAW diretion brought about by swapping transduers. There was
no hange in the 2D ondutane as a funtion of SAW power, as mea-
sured by the ondutane of the hannel with no gate voltage applied.
The data of ref. [70℄ also show a possible hange in sign of the phono-
ondutane osillations for higher subbands, but the authors made no
omment onerning this feature of the data.
4.4 Aoustoeletri urrent in ethed on-
stritions
The generation of an aoustoeletri urrent through a urved geometry
quasi-1D shallow ethed onstrition is demonstrated. The form of the
open hannel aoustoeletri urrent as a funtion of subband oupany
is then disussed.
Constritions were formed as desribed in the previous hapter using
the shallow ething of a pattern drawn using eletron beam lithography.
The pattern hosen was similar to that of refs. [25, 26℄; semiirular
ethed trenhes of radius 5-10 m and wall to wall separation 250 nm de-
ned a hannel whose narrowest point was 200 nm wide. Ohmi ontats
were made to the semiirular setions of 2DEG whih ated as gates, as
shown in gure 4.8.
The ballisti ondutane regime of similar gates has been studied in
the work of refs. [25, 26℄, the main emphasis being upon the struture
found at 0.7 2e
2
/h, along with the relatively high temperature operation
of suh gates aorded by their wide subband separation. The high sub-
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Figure 4.8: SEM mirograph of an ethed onstrition. Semiirular ethed
trenhes of radius 5m dene the hannel and adjaent piees of 2DEG at as
in-plane gates. SAWs are launhed from interdigital transduers loated 2mm
away on either side of the onstrition.
band separation is thought to arise from the extra lateral onnement
aorded by an in-plane gate relative to that imposed from above in a
Shottky gate. 1m interdigital pith transduers were fabriated faing
the hannels in an idential manner to those used in the Shottky gated
devies desribed above.
Condutane was again measured using a standard low frequeny two-
terminal lok-in tehnique. Around 90% of devies tested showed lear
1-D ondutane steps in multiples of 2e
2
/h as a funtion of positive
gate voltage. The high yield of devies showing ondutane plateaux
indiates that the ething proess used is an aurate and reproduible
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way to dene QPCs. A positive gate voltage is needed to open the
hannels, whih are depleted at zero gate bias by surfae states in the
ethed trenhes. Chips fabriated in a nominally idential manner showed
small (0.1 V) variations in the turn-on voltage. A likely explanation
is variations in roughness in the side-walls dening the onstritions. In
order to observe an aoustoeletri urrent in the low SAW intensity
regime disussed in this hapter hannels were opened by the appliation
of a positive voltage to the piees of 2DEG whih ated as gates.
Measurements of devie ondutane and aoustoeletri urrent were
taken sequentially as a funtion of gate voltage for a range of SAW inten-
sities and frequenies within the transduer passband. In the initial stage
of this investigation problems were found with unstable gate harater-
istis, gate pinh-o voltage shifting by up to 0.1 V between onseutive
sweeps. In order to obtain harateristis stable over a period of weeks
open hannel measurements were only taken after a gate-training period
of several hours during whih time the hannels were repeatedly opened
up to i = n  1 where n was the highest obtainable subband in the on-
strition and then losed to 0.2 V beyond (more negative than) pinh-o
voltage. After 10 hours of this proedure open hannel harateristis
were found to be stable and reproduible. Only data taken after this
stabilizing proedure will be disussed.
In the following, as above with aoustoeletri urrent measured in
retangular Shottky gates, only the regime of mirowave power well be-
low that required to smear the ondutane is disussed. The qualitative
features the urrent in both types of onstrition remains onstant (but
dierent) in this regime.
The open-hannel aoustoeletri urrent measured as a funtion of
gate voltage shows plateaux between peaks, as shown in gure 4.9. The
peaks oinide with the region in-between ondutane plateaux, in a
similar manner to the peaks of the osillations in retangular gates de-
sribed above. We therefore attribute the peaks to a similar mehanism,
namely veloity mathing between slow eletrons in the uppermost 1D
subband with the SAW veloity. The plateaux in aoustoeletri ur-
rent, whih are only found for the semiirular onstritions, are found
to o-inide with the at setions of the ondutane plateaux. Data
taken for two devies is shown in gure, with similar data available for
all other devies whih showed good ondutane plateaux. The ontri-
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bution from ross-talk to the signal is even lower than that found in the
Shottky gated devies disussed earlier, probably due to the reessed
nature of the ethed onstrition. We an therefore exlude rosstalk
from the mehanism responsible for the plateaux.
The observation of urrent steps rather than osillatory behaviour as
a funtion of gate voltage an be attributed to SAW-eletron oupling in
the semiirular trenhes of the onstrition, and provides some experi-
mental support for the ideas disussed by Bo et al in ref. [59℄. In this
piture a `phonon wind' in the leads of the devie ouples to the eletron
system. This produes a quantization whih will be superimposed upon
the osillating pattern whih is due to the piezoeletri oupling in the
hannel itself. The relative ontribution to the measured urrent from
the leads and the hannel will then determine whether steps, osillations,
or both are seen in the measured urrent.
In a retangular gated system the SAW potential is expeted to be
sreened out in the 2D leads sine their size is muh larger than the
Bohr radius a
B
= Eh
2
=m
2
 e
2
[59℄. For a gate of the urved geometry
investigated in this setion the transition from the 2D to 1D region in
open hannel will be smoother than in a typial retangular gated devie.
Cruially, the length of the the leads whih has a width < a
B
is expeted
to be muh larger in the ase of the urved geometry. The SAW potential
is therefore not expeted to be as eetively sreened in the leads of the
urved geometry, allowing a more eetive SAW-eletron piezoeletri
interation in this region of the onstrition. Interation in the leads of a
quasi-1D devie in the open-hannel regime has been treated theoretially
by Kozub et al[61℄ in the phonon wind model mentioned earlier. The
main result was the predition of a drag on the eletrons in the leads of
the devie. Current steps were predited, with plateaux orresponding
to gate voltages for whih QPC ondutane was quantized. The urrent
arising from the phonon wind in the leads is given by:
I =
1
X
n
Z
1
E
n
^
I
drag
e ph
(E
nk
)

f
0
(E
nk
)
E
nk

T
n
(E
nk
); (4.1)
where
^
I
drag
e ph
is the eletron-phonon ollision integral in the devie leads
whih provides a fore on the eletrons.
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Figure 4.9: Aoustoeletri urrent and ondutane measured in two semi-
irular shallow ethed onstritions. Sample 1 is shown in (a)-() and sample 2
in (d)-(f). All data are taken 300 mK at a frequeny o-inident with the peak
in transduer response. Aoustoeletri urrent was monitored using a lok-in
tehnique with the mirowave signal pulse modulated at a low-frequeny (220
Hz) and duty yle of 0.5. In plots (a) and (d) the respetive gate voltages were
0.35 V and 0.45 V, giving the value of aoustoeletri urrent at the entre
of the rst ondutane plateaux. The mirowave soure powers applied were
3 dBm for Sample 1 (plots a and b) and 0 dBm for sample 2 (plots d and e).
These powers were hosen to keep well below that required to alter the devie
ondutane, while maintaining a high signal to noise ratio.
4.5 Conlusion
The form of the aoustoeletri urrent has been studied for two types of
open quasi-1D system. The use of high quality deep HEMTs enabled the
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observation of lear osillatory behaviour in the aoustoeletri urrent
for all subbands in quasi-1D retangular Shottky gated onstritions.
The data onrm the role of slow eletrons in the uppermost subband
of the onstrition in determining the aoustoeletri response of a split-
gate system and an be understood within the framework introdued by
Galperin. A powerful SAW is found to smear the low frequeny on-
dutane plateaux. This is not due to heating of the sample, and may
be explained in the ontext of a fast perturbation to the 1D subband
struture. In ethed hannel devies with semiirular leads the form
of the aoustoeletri urrent is found to be dramatially dierent. An
aoustoeletri urrent with a ontribution proportional to the quantized
ondutane is found. The observations are qualitatively onsistent with
a reent model in whih an eletron/SAW oupling in the leads produes
the quantization. The results demonstrate the importane of quantum
point ontat geometry in determining the form of the aoustoeletri
urrent observed in open hannel onditions.
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Single eletron aoustoeletri
eet
5.1 Summary of results
The appliation of a surfae aousti wave to a quasi 1-D hannel formed
in a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostruture produes quantization of the aousto-
eletri urrent in units of I = ef where e is the eletron harge and f the
surfae aousti wave frequeny. A study is presented of the quantization
eet in 11 devies formed using the split-gate tehnique. The eet is
rstly shown to be reproduible and not dependent upon impurities for
its observation. In leaner hannels quantization is observed for integer
oupation numbers up to n = 17. The frequeny dependene of the
urrent measured near the plateau entre shows onlusively loking of
the eletron transport to the SAW potential. The integer aoustoeletri
eet is studied as a funtion of soure drain bias, power and frequeny.
Any of these parameters may be independently hanged to observe steps
quantized in units of I = ef . Interesting struture in aoustoeletri
urrent ours as a funtion of SAW power when the SAW amplitude is
insuÆient to transport an integer number of eletrons. A smooth tran-
sition between I = nef and I = (n   1) ef is observed as a funtion
of dereasing SAW power in this regime. The suseptibility of devies
to soure-drain bias is dependent on the length of hannel used to dene
the onstrition. The shape of the quantized aoustoeletri plateaux in
the absene of RTS noise is disussed, and typial values of the preision
of the quantization eet presented. Impurity eets whih degrade de-
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vie performane are also disussed; Dirty hannels show oulomb blok-
ade peaks reprodued in aoustoeletri urrent and no quantization is
found. The hapter nishes with a disussion of the relationship between
the experiments and the presently available theoretial treatments of the
quantization eet.
5.2 Aoustoeletri urrent quantization
In 11 of the 14 devies measured RTS noise was either absent or limited
to swithing times well outside that required to inuene the tuning pro-
ess. Table 1 shows the relevant devie parameters. The main features
of the quantized aoustoeletri urrent in these devies will now be dis-
ussed. In all ases a quantized aoustoeletri urrent was found only for
the regime of gate voltage more negative than the pinh o value of on-
dutane. This is onsistent with eletrons being fored over the stati
barrier formed by the split-gate potential. For gate voltage beyond on-
dutane pinh-o, whih o-inides with a dip in aoustoeletri urrent,
the aoustoeletri urrent shows a peak followed by a series of plateaux
(see gure 5.1).
The origin of the peak is the redution in sreening of the SAW poten-
tial as the hannel ondutane beomes very low. The most numerous
plateaux were found in devie T404a. Figure 5.2 (a) shows the aous-
toeletri urrent measured between two ohmis on either side of the
gate for the quantized regime. The urrent is observed to derease in a
stepwise manner with inreasingly negative gate voltage applied to the
split-gate. To emphasise the presene of higher plateaux the derivative
of the same data is shown in gure 5.2 (b).
5.3 Demonstration of frequeny loking
In any given devie the SAW transduer bandwidth (around 2 MHz)
is suh that it is not possible to demonstrate the hange in ef plateau
height as a funtion of frequeny. Using the tehniques desribed in
the previous hapter transduers were fabriated in the range 0.95 to
1.1 m, giving a range over whih the frequeny loking of single eletron
transport ould easily be demonstrated as a hange in the value of urrent
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Sample Gate geometry Wafer Current Frequeny Preision Auray
width, length (m
2
V
 1
s
 1
), (nA) (GHz) ( % / mV) ( %)
(m) N (m
 2
)
T404a 1.1, 0.7 1.1, 2.2 0.429735 2.68220 0.2 0.7
T404b 1.5, 0.7 1.1, 2.2 0.42624 2.67781 0.5
1
0.7
T404 1.5, 0.7 1.1, 2.2 0.42819 2.67571 0.5
1
0.7
T404d 1.5, 0.7 1.1 ,2.2 0.4288 2.67571 0.5 0.7
T404e 0.7, 0.7 1.1, 2.2 0.44 2.73100 0.5 1.0
T404f 0.7, 0.7 1.1, 2.2 0.4615 2.88700 0.2 0.3
A1758a 0.8, 0.6 0.89, 1.7 0.42133 2.63060 0.5 0.7
A1758b 0.8, 0.6 0.89, 1.7 0.450 2.80364 0.2 1.0
A1470l 0.7, 0.95 0.75, 2.7 0.431 2.71330 0.02 1.4
A1470s 0.7, 0.25 0.75, 2.7 0.432 2.71410 0.2 1.4
A1470b 0.7, 0.25 0.75, 2.7 0.43293 2.70925 0.2 0.7
Cop1 0.2, urved
2
1.0, 2.0 0.43586 2.71625 50 ppm 0.15
Cop2 0.2, urved
2
1.0, 2.0 0.434 2.69980 0.2
1
0.7
Cop3 0.05, urved
2
1.0, 2.0 0.42998 2.68737 50 ppm 0.15
Table 5.1: The main parameters for 14 devies whih show quantization
of the aoustoeletri urrent. The auray and preision of measure-
ment are dened in the text.
1
Preision of devie aeted by RTS noise.
2
Devie disussed in later hapter
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Figure 5.1: The regime of quantized aoustoeletri urrent for sample T404a.
(a) The devie ondutane, showing the smearing of the lowest ondutane
plateaux at high SAW powers as disussed in the previous hapter. The in-
rement between onseutive traes was xxx dBm. The -50 dBm trae is also
shown to indiate the eet of removing the SAW on ondutane. (b) The
aoustoeletri urrent measured at a mirowave soure frequeny o-inident
with the transduer's resonane (2.67571 GHz). T = 1.2K.
measured at the plateau entre over many devies. This is shown in
gure 5.4. The data show the experimental value of urrent from the
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Figure 5.2: (a) The quantized aoustoeletri urrent measured in devie
T404a. Data were taken at 1.2 K after optimization by tuning the applied
mirowave frequeny and power as desribed in the text. Aoustoeletri
urrent was monitored between two ohmis on either side of the split gate
using a battery operated preamplier. (b) The numerial derivative of the
same data as in (a) whih emphasises the presene of higher plateaux.
plateau entre in all of the devies whih showed quantization. In the
ase of devies whih showed a nite slope the entre of the attest
segment was hosen as the experimental value of urrent. The error
bars represent the alibration unertainty in the measurement equipment.
The straight line is equal to ef where e is the eletron harge and f
the applied mirowave frequeny. All data points are found to lie along
this line within the measurement error, learly demonstrating frequeny
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Figure 5.3: The gate voltage derivative of aoustoeletri urrent plotted
against aoustoeletri urrent for the rst ten plateaux in devie T404a.
Minima orrespond to quantized aoustoeletri urrent plateaux entres.
T=1.2 K.
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dependent loking of eletron transport to the applied mirowave signal.
Figure 5.4: Frequeny loking of the eletron transport measured in 14 de-
vies. Data points eah represent the urrent measured at the entre of the
rst plateau. Error bars indiate the alibration error of the various instru-
ments used. Inset: Deviation of the data points from the expeted quantized
value. All points with error bars lie along the line ef .
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5.4 Auray of quantized harge transport
in Shottky gates
For all devies measured the preision of quantization was determined
after optimization of the mirowave onditions. Optimimum onditions
were found initially of the two main parameters - SAW frequeny and
power. We monitored the aoustoeletri urrent as a funtion of gate
voltage and inremented these two parameters iteratively to obtain the
attest ahievable plateaux. All data whih will be disussed were taken
at 1.2 K; ooling the devies to 300 mK has not shown any improvement
in plateaux slope. A possible reason for this observation is disussed later
in this hapter in the ontext of the model by Flensburg.
In all the Shottky gated devies measured we have found that the
rst plateau shape is suh that an inetion point ours at the plateau
entre. Part of the plateau around the inetion point within a several
millivolt interval of gate voltage an be approxiamated well by a straight
line. The atness of a plateau an therefore be quantied by a frational
slope I=V , the latter being expressed as perent per mV or parts per
million. The length of this segment is typially 1-2 mV in gate voltage
so that a value of the slope expressed in % per mV or ppm/mV gives
at the same time the impreision of the urrent in % or ppm. In the
ase of four devies the rst quantized plateaux showed a distintive
at straight setion, and the impreision ould then be assessed in a
straightforward way. In order to obtain a more aurate assessment of
the aoustoeletri plateaux in these four samples we used, in addition
to slow ontinous sweeps of gate voltage, a `stop and wait' tehnique. In
this tehnique gate voltage was held onstant for 10 ses during whih
time approximately 100 readings of gate voltage were taken. The gate
voltage was then inremented, data taking turned o for several seonds
in order to allow for the eet of any instrumental damping, and the
proess repeated aross the whole plateau. This allowed us to obtain the
mean and standard deviation of the urrent for a series of onseutive
gate voltage inrements on the plateau. We then dene the impreision
of the plateau as an interval of urrent whih inludes all the means with
standard deviations taken at eah gate voltage on the at setion.
The best results obtained in a Shottky gated devie using one SAW
beam are shown in gure 5.5. The rst plateau in this sample showed a
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Figure 5.5: (a) An enlargement of the rst aoustoeletri urrent plateau for
sample A1470b. Data were taken using the `stop and wait' tehnique desribed
in the text. Inset: the rst plateau with a dotted line showing the quantizewd
value ef . (b) Data from (a) (main gure) averaged over time at eah gate
voltage. Error bars indiate the standard deviation of urrent at eah gate
voltage point.
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straight segment at the plateau entre whih allowed us to determine an
impreision of around  200 ppm. An enlargement of the rst plateau
for this sample is shown in gure 5.5 (b). The noise on the data in in
gure 5.5 (b) is that produed by the 16 bit analogue digital onverter
used to measure the analogue output of the urrent preamplier. The
exat value of the quantized urrent for this sample I = ef = 434:8 pA
diers by 0.23 /435.8 pA, the deviation being well within the quoted
auray of the ammeter. In gure 5.5 (b) the data are presented after
averaging over the readings taken at eah value of gate voltage. The
horizontal dashed lines show the `impreision interval'. The data for
other samples measured is shown in table 1. These samples showed an
inlined segment of approximately 1 mV in length at the plateau entre
and we dene the impreision as an interval of urrent whih inludes all
the experimental points in this segment. The most likely explanation for
the dierene in the form of the plateau entres for dierent samples is
the impurity potential in the visinity of the hannel.
5.5 The ation of a d.. bias
Devies were also measured with a soure/drain bias applied whilst moni-
toring the aoustoeletri urrent. The results of these investigations are
now disussed. Suh measurements are important for several reasons.
Firstly they provide some information onerning the internal impedane
of the devies as urrent soures. For a urrent standard a high internal
impedane is obviously desirable. A seond reason for interest is that
they ontain some information onerning the single eletron transport
mehansim. It is found that plateaux in units of ef may be observed
as a funtion of d.. bias for xed gate voltage. This indiates that the
geometry of the dots whih form in the entrane to the onstrition an
be deformed using the soure-drain bias in suh a way that we may move
the system through suitable onditions for the observation of single ele-
tron eletron transport. A shemati of the system under the ation of a
soure/drain bias V is shown in gure 5.6. Similar representations have
been used for the ase of open hannel transport, in the work of Patel
et al for example [67℄. The appliation of suh a bias may be used to
probe the subband struture of a split-gate in open hannel onditions
as desribed in hapter 1 by hanging the number of 1D subbands on-
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duting in the two diretions through the onstrition. In the ase of
an open hannel ondutane measurement the appliation of a d bias
has been interpreted in the ontext of Glazman et al's model [72℄. The
soure/drain bias alters the hemial potential in the soure and drain of
the devie away from the Fermi energy aording to; 
soure
= E
F
+eV
sd
and 
drain
= E
F
  eV
sd
. Assuming a symetri bias drop aross the on-
strition  = 0:5. Below the last 1D subband in ondutane the value
of  required to t experimental data is known to drop linearly until
at pinh-o  = 0 V [73℄. Sine urrent steps our are only found
in the regime well beyond ondutane pinh-o the bias drop for the
measurements presented here will also our with  = 0 V . Bias was
applied in series with the devies using the internal voltage soures of
the ammeters whih were used to monitor urrent: a Keithley SMU and
a Stanford battery operated pre-amp. The eet of a d.. bias applied
to the entrane of onstritions whilst in the quantized regime is shown
in gure 5.7. The pinh-o voltage is found to move negatively with
inreasing negative d bias; the form of the rst few plateaux remaining
similar over some range of d bias. The shape of the upper plateaux are
deformed rst, indiating that the devie impedene hanges with gate
voltage as we may expet if the width and/or length of the stati barrier
inreases with applied negative gate voltage.
In order to assess the eet of hanges in hannel length on the urrent
plateaux devies were fabriated using a mask design with the faility for
multiple split-gates on eah hip. A omparison of dierent gate geome-
tries under similar SAW onditions is then possible. Results are shown in
gure 5.7 for two gates on the same devie with dierent length hannels.
Idential SAW power levels were applied to the hannels to obtain this
data, though a small hange in the applied frequeny was used to obtain
optimum onditions for transport aross eah onstrition. The length of
both Shottky split gates was assessed after eletrial measurement using
an SEM and found to be 0.25 m and 0.95 m respetively. The width of
both hannels was 0.7 m. The pinh-o voltage in aoustoeletri ur-
rent at zero bias for the two hannels is -1.32 V and -2.01 V, the longer
hannel pinhing o at more positive voltage. The orresponding pinh-
o voltages for ondutane, whih we will dene as the point where the
ondutane dropped below 1 S with no SAW applied, are -1.26 V and
-1.94 V.
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Figure 5.6: Shemati diagram showing the appliation of a soure/drain bias
to a devie in the quantized aoustoeletri urrent regime. The soure and
drain are dened in terms of the SAW indued transport diretion. The fator
 is the ratio of bias dropped on either side of the onstrition as disussed in
the text; in the quantized regime  = 0.
The shorter hannel, shown in gure 5.7 (b), is found to be more
suseptible to d.. bias than the longer hannel. Around -3 mV applied
to the hannel entrane is suÆient to dramatially worsen the plateaux
slope, whilst around +1 mV is suÆient to open the hannel to transport
against the SAW diretion. The longer hannel, shown in panel (a) of
the same gure, is muh more stable with the appliation of applied to
the hannel entrane of -8 mV being needed to visibly alter the rst
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Figure 5.7: Quantized aoustoeletri urrent measured in two split gates
on the same hip fed from the same SAW transduer. A stati d bias was
applied relative to the entrane of the hannels. The longer gate, shown in
(a) with a hannel length l = 0:75 m, was found to be less suseptible to
the inuene of a stati d bias applied relative to the hannel entrane than
the shorter length hannel , l = 0:35 m, shown in (b). Applied SAW power
for both gates was 10 dBm, with tuned frequenies of 2.7141 GHz for (a) and
2.7133 GHz for (b). Gate widths were both 0.8 m, T=1.2 K.
plateaux slope. For both devies applying a positive bias to the hannel
entrane is found to open the hannels to transport against the SAW
diretion. This behaviour may be understood with referene to gure 5.6
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as the peak of the saddle point moving below the hemial potential
in the drain. A urrent will then ow opposing the diretion of SAW
transport. Interestingly a quantized ontribution to the total urrent
an still remain, as shown by the plateaux struture in the negative
urrent diretion of gure 5.7 (a) and (b). This is the result of adding the
quantized SAW urrent to the bias indued urrent. For wider split-gate
hannels than those presented in the data of gure 5.7 we nd a smaller
aet on urrent with the appliation of a stati d bias, onsistent with a
longer barrier giving higher devie impedene. Data for suh a Shottky
gated devie is shown in gure 5.8. Later in the present thesis SAW
transport in ethed onstritions is disussed. These hannels have shown
an extreme robustness against d bias relative to Shottky gated devies.
Figure 5.8: The appliation of a d.. bias to the entrane of devie T404a.
(l = 0.7 m, w = 1.1 m). T=1.2 K. Mirowave power applied = 10 dBm.
10 mV of positive bias is found to perturb only the fourth step indiating an
enhaned devie impedane relative to the devies shown in gure 5.7.
5.6 Frequeny response of devies
The eet of inrementing the applied mirowave frequeny over the
transduer passband was measured as the initial part of the optimization
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proedure for eah devie. A typial result is shown in gure 5.9.
Figure 5.9: The urrent step regime in devie A1758b measured as a fun-
tion of gate voltage with frequeny inremented by 50kHz in-between sweeps.
T=1.2K. The pinh-o voltage is seen to osillate as a funtion of frequeny
with a periodiity of approximately 0.7 MHz as disussed in the text.
In devies where the entre frequeny of the two transduers was
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well aligned the pinh-o voltage was found to osillate with a period of
around 0.7MHz as shown. This is explained as the eet of a weak re-
eted SAW from the seond (unonneted) transduer and is disussed
at length in the following hapter, where an intentionally generated se-
ondary SAW beam is used to ontrol the quantization. Devies with
only one transduer, or with transduers of mismathed frequeny do
not show this osillation. Suh a devie is shown in gure 5.10. Sine
the pinh-o voltage does not osillate it is possible to observe urrent
steps as a funtion of swept mirowave frequeny. The resulting SAW
potential dereases away from the entre of the transduer passband so
the situation is similar to altering the mirowave soure power at xed
frequeny.
Figure 5.10: The urrent step regime in devie T404a as a funtion of swept
soure freqeuny with gate voltage inremented by 200 V between onseu-
tivesweeps. T = 1.2 K. This devie had transduers with a large dierene
in operational frequeny allowing the observation of quantization with swept
SAW frequeny within the transduer passband. Current plateaux are shown
as a bunhing of the urves near n = ef .
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5.7 Struture in power response of devies
For all devies whih show aoustoeletri urrent quantization there are
ranges of mirowave powers over whih the quantization as a funtion
of gate voltage an be observed. These are interspersed with regions
of power in whih the slope of the urrent plateaux inreases dramat-
ially; for dereasing power a smooth transition between the nef and
(n   1)ef plateaus is observed. Suh struture is shown for two devies
in gure 5.11. Some devies show some evidene of two transitional re-
gions between quantized regimes of power. Suh a devie is shown in
gure 5.11. This behaviour is not at present understood.
Inreasing mirowave power in the urrent step regime always moves
hannel pinh-o to more negative values of gate voltage. This may be
understood intuitatively as an inrease in the the depth of the SAW
minima forming in the entrane to the 1D hannel with inreasing SAW
amplitude. Inreasing the SAW amplitude will also inrease the amount
by whih the lateral split-gate barrier is pulled down in every SAW yle.
An inrease in the size of the stati barrier is therefore required to redue
the well size and urrent after an inrease in SAW power. An interesting
onsequene of this behaviour is that the urrent steps ours not only
as a funtion of gate voltage, but also as a funtion of SAW power for a
stati potential barrier. This is shown in gure 5.12 for devie A1758a.
Typial barrier heights separating soure and drain in the gate voltage
domain beyond ondutane pinh-o were estimated in ref. [74℄. A
fator  was introdued to relate the applied gate voltage to the measured
barrier height. The value  was shown to be of order 0.5. In our Shottky
gated devies the regime of quantized urrent ours at around 50 mV
beyond ondutane pinh-o with no SAW applied, yielding a stati
barrier height of around 25 meV. A typial value of the unsreened SAW
potential was made in the previous hapter, around 1 meV being typial.
A reasonable piture of the potential landsape is therefore a small SAW
indued modulation of the ondution band superposed on a muh larger
stati barrier due to the gate.
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Figure 5.11: The regime of mirowave power for two devies in whih a
smooth transition between quantized plateaux may be observed. Horizontal
lines indiate the expeted quantized values of urrent at I = nef . The tran-
sition regions are indiated by dashed lines as a guide to the eye. T = 1.2 K.
Devie in (a) is A1758a, (b) is A1758b. Devie A1758b shows more numerous,
atter plateaux.
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Figure 5.12: The quantized urrent regime for devie A1758a measured as
a funtion of swept SAW power. Gate voltage was inremented by 1 mV
between onseutive sweeps.
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5.8 Inuene of impurities in aoustoele-
tri urrent
5.8.1 Coulomb blokade by impurities
In several devies the urrent quantization was absent despite the ob-
servation of a large aoustoeletri urrent beyond ondutane pinh-
o. These devies all showed poor ondutane quantization with im-
purity indued resonanes superimposed on the quantized ondutane
plateaux. One suh devie is shown in gure 5.13. Impurity indued
oulomb blokade peaks are visible below the rst 1-d subband, as well
as a random telegraph signal whih swithes between two metastable
states with a time onstant of a few minutes. The aoustoeletri ur-
rent measured through the onstrition also shown in gure 5.13. The
gate voltage positions of the peaks and dips in ondutane were ob-
served to oinide with those observed in aoustoeletri urrent. The
gate voltage position of the peaks are unaeted by hanges in either the
applied mirowave power or frequeny within the transduer passband.
Inreasing the applied mirowave power inreases the magnitude of the
osillations and smears the struture. It is apparent from data suh as
this that the absene of extensive oulomb blokade struture is a prereq-
uisite for the observation of urrent steps sine both phenomena our in
the interval of gate voltage beyond ondutane pinh-o.
5.8.2 RTS noise
RTS noise an have a major parasiti inuene on the harateristis of
many mesosopi devies. Single eletron SAW devies are also susepti-
ble, and this soure of noise was important to suppress for the purpose of
our measurements. It is not yet possible to state why some wafers should
be partiularly suseptible to RTS noise. Some devies showed regimes
of power in whih RTS noise was highly evident, whih may indiate
that the SAW itself is responsible for the observation of RTS noise. This
agrees with the observation that two devies showed no evidene of RTS
noise in ondutane measurements whilst a heavy RTS noise signal was
found in aoustoeletri urrent beyond pinh-o. It is therefore insuf-
ient to perform a ondutane measurement on a split gate to assess
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Figure 5.13: Aoustoeletri urrent and ondutane of a onstrition show-
ing both RTS swithing and Coulomb blokade behaviour. Peaks in aousto-
eletri urrent o-inide with peaks in ondutane. T=100 mK.
whether a wafer is suitable for measurements of aoustoeletri urrent
quantization.
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5.9 Reent theoretial treatments
In the period sine this work was started several theoretial treatments
of relevane to the experiments desribed above have appeared. Very
reently SAW indued single eletron transport in a split-gate system
has been studied theoretially by Flensberg et al [75, 76℄. The authors
have modelled a mehanism for the appearane of the urrent plateaux
whih relies upon a time-dependent tunneling oupling to the leads of
the devie. A shemati is shown in gure 5.14. The authors argue that
the SAW potential in the leads an be ignored due to eetive sreening
by the 2DEG. An abrupt transition is therefore assumed to our at the
hannel entrane with the SAW potential rising rapidly. In this model the
time dependene of the SAW prole at the hannel entrane is suÆient
to periodially ll SAW wells if the barrier drags the ondution band
below the Fermi energy in the hannel leads for half of the SAW yle.
Figure 5.14: The instantaneous eletrostati potential  in Flensberg et al 's
model, taken from ref. [75℄ The x axis orresponds to the Fermi level; the
loation x
1
of the SAW indued potential minimum moves to the right with
sound veloity. The dashed line indiates the wave funtion of the trapped
eletron. l
0
is the deay length of the wave funtion under the potential barrier.
The authors alulate a tunnelling probability for eletrons between
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the dots formed at the entrane to the hannel and the leads. Sine
the distane from the dot to the 2DEG inreases linearly with time, the
tunnelling probability of eletrons moving from the dot bak to the 2DEG
in the entrane should derease exponentially as the SAW barrier forms
at the rear of the dot.
The authors emphasise that the dot beomes isolated from the 2DEG
extremely fast within their model - on a time sale of around 5 ps. The
authors laim that this is similar to the level spaing in the dot, whih
implies that the devies have a fast built-in time depenedene of the ou-
pling to the leads. The authors ompare this to the rise/fall times of
sharp voltage pulses used to modulate the gate voltages in other exper-
iments [77℄ whih are an order of magnitude larger. Parameters of the
model inlude the relative magnitudes of the SAW potential and stati
barrier shape. The main predition that the authors make is that the
width of the transition region between urrent plateaux should saturate
to a value determined by the inverse swithing near at around 1K; low-
ering the temperature further would have no eet on the quantization.
This is tentatively supported by our experimental data. The main diÆ-
ulty with these measurements is that small temperature hanges usually
produe a small hange in the transduer response, foring a retuning of
the SAW parameters to obtain optimum plateaux atness one more.
None of the devies measured showed an improvement in plateaux slope
on ooling from 1.2 K to 300 mK. In the ase of 3 devies the plateaux
slope worsened and inrementing the SAW frequeny and power was not
suÆient to redue the slope bak to the 1.2 K level. A possible expla-
nation for the latter behaviour may be the additional disorder that a
redution in temperature is expeted to bring about. In the ase of every
devie warming to 4 K from 1.2 K inreased the devie slope; within
Flensberg el al 's model this may be understood as a thermal ativation
proess over the rear of the dot into the lead region. The possibility of
dots isolating eletrons below the Fermi energy is not onsidered sine
the SAW potential is assumed to be negligible here. At the same time the
tunneling proess whih the authors disuss should be dependent upon
the spei form of the potentials hosen to represent transport in this
region of the onstrition. The sreening of a SAW by the eletron gas
in a metalli Shottky split-gate is ompliated, and has been disussed
by Aizin et al [78℄. Indeed, these numerial alulations indiate that
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the SAW potential in the entrane to the hannel may not be negliglible
as Flensberg et al have stated, but rather have a value of at least one
half of the unsreened SAW amplitude. It is unlear to what extent the
inlusion of gradually hanging sreening in the entrane to the hannel
would alter the laims made by Flensberg onerning the predited slope
saturation near 1 K. It does, however, seem likely that any hange in
the form of the potentials involved will aet the modelling of what is
a omplex transport mehanism whose theoretial investigation is still
obviously in its infany.
The problem of eletron transport by a potential minimum over a
stati barrier has also been theoretially investigated in reent work by
Maksym [79℄. This involved a one-dimensional quantum mehanial ap-
proah. The eletron transfer per SAW yle was alulated by solving
the time-dependent Srodinger equation. For stati barriers larger than
1 meV the auray of transport was found to improve smoothly with
barrier height. The auray in the high barrier regime was found to be
well tted by exp(-
p
V
0
) with  = 0.81  0.07 and  =4.76  0.05.
A quantization of around 50 ppm, demonstrated later in this thesis, is
predited for a stati barrier height  5-10 meV. For larger barriers even
more aurate quantization is predited, of the order of 1 part in 10
10
for
a barrier height of around 20 meV (see gure 5.15).
5.10 Conlusion
The quantized aoustoeletri urrent has been studied in 14 devies.
The large number of devies whih showed the quanitization indiates
that urrent steps are a reproduible eet not dependent upon a par-
tiular impurity onguration for their observation. RTS noise whih
aeted prior measurements of the quantized urrent was absent from
roughly two thirds of the devies measured, indiating that it is not in-
trinsi to the observation of the eet. The inuene of a stati D.C.
bias has been studied, with measurements indiating that a longer ele-
trostati potential inreases devie impedene. The preision of Shottky
gated devies as a soure of quantized urrent in the absene of RTS
signals was measured and typial values of this quantity presented.
Data disussed in this hapter have been published in refs.[80, 81℄,
and were presented at EP2DS97 and CMMP 96.
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Figure 5.15: The auray of quantisation at plateau entres as a funtion of
stati barrier height in Maksym's model, taken from ref.[79℄.
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Chapter 6
Dynamially tuned single
eletron transport
6.1 Introdution
This hapter details experiments performed using ounter-propagating
surfae aousti waves to produe single eletron transport in a split
gate system.
After the observation, detailed in the previous hapter, that a weak
standing wave ould aet the transport through the SAW/split-gate sys-
tem the possibility existed that an intensionally generated ounterpropa-
gating SAW ould be used to inuene the auray of urrent produed
by devies of this kind. In this hapter the realization of suh a sheme is
demonstrated. The priniple result of this work is that a weak ounter-
propagating SAW an be used to adjust the shape of quantized aousto-
eletri urrent steps, improving the preision of the quantization. The
experiment allows the onept of dynami tuning of the SAW potential
to be introdued, and the results are disussed within this framework.
6.2 Experimental setup
The experimental setup used in this investigation was designed to allow
the launhing of two oherent, ounterpropagating surfae aousti waves
with independently ontrollable phase and amplitude. A diagram of the
experimental setup is shown in gure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: The experimental setup used to generate two ounterpropagating
surfae aousti waves travelling aross a devie. The mirowave soure was
an HP83620A, amplier a Mini-Ciruits ZHL with 27dB gain and phase shifter
made by MA/Com. The HP manufatured attenuator provided independent
ontrol of the power applied to eah transduer. All mirowave links outside
the ryostat were made using low-loss opper o-axial lines.
The signal from an R.F. generator is split and one of the resulting
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signals phase shifted and anttenuated relative to the other. Eah signal is
fed to one of the transduers on either side of the devie, whih is situated
in a
3
He ryostat. This setup allows experiments to be performed using
either one or two SAW beams. The phase shifter allows the phase of the
seond SAW beam to be adjusted over a omplete 2 interval relative to
the rst SAW beam.
6.3 Sample onsiderations
Devies with two working transduers were needed for study. Aside from
this obvious neessity, devies were also only onsidered for this exper-
iment if the gate harateristis showed no disernible RTS struture.
The qualitative features disussed below have been observed on several
other devies, but results from the most stable devie, T4043, are pre-
sented here. This devie had the additional benet that there was a small
dierene in the resonant frequeny of the two transduers. This meant
that any reeted beam from the seond transduer was extremely weak
(the 0.7MHz osillation referred to in the previous hapter was absent),
and ould be safely negleted in the following onsideration. This is il-
lustrated by gure 6.2, where plots of the aoustoeletri urrent from
either transduer are shown. These plots were taken at a gate voltage of
-1V whih orresponded to open hannel onditions. The magnitude of
the peaks in Fig. 6.2 is related to both the eÆieny of the transduers
and any asymmetry present in the split-gate. From this data it is lear
that when one transduer is onneted to the soure the reeted beam
is negligible. When both transduers were onneted to the soure it was
possible to ompensate for the o-resonane exitation of one transduer
by applying a suÆiently large mirowave signal from the soure. The
arrangement therefore allowed the exploration and omparison of both
`one-beam' and `two-beam' regimes of the devie's operation.
Aoustoeletri urrent was measured using a Stanford SR570 battery
operated pre-amplier with auray 0.7% quoted by the manufaturer.
This instrument may be operated for up to 14 hours using its internal
batteries, and was found to give lower noise levels than both a Keithley
236 SMU instrument and an EG+G 5209 lok-in amplier. The Stanford
instrument was alibrated using standard resistors and an eletroni stan-
dard ell supplied by the U.K. National Physis Laboratory, and found
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Figure 6.2: The aoustoeletri urrent measured at denition of the split gate
for both transduers on sample T4043. A small dierene of around 6MHz
in the resonant frequeny of the two transduers an be seen. Power applied
to eah transduer was +10dBm. The seond transduer was disonneted in
eah ase. T=1.25K.
to be within its manufaturer's stated auray. In the following disus-
sion we quote 0.7% as the auray of the measurements sine daily
utuations were found to aet the Stanford instrument's alibration
within this range.
6.4 Experimental proedure
Initially the devie was operated in `single beam' geometry. Optimum
onditions of SAW power and frequeny were found using the iterative
proedure set out in the previous hapter. The result of this optimization
is shown in gures 6.3 and 6.4.
Up to 13 plateaus in aoustoeletri urrent were observed in the this
devie. To ompletely stabilize the devie it was operated ontinuously
for several weeks. During this time no signal that ould be attributed to
RTS noise was observed. The frequeny whih produed the attest steps
was found to oinide with the entre of the more powerful transduer's
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Figure 6.3: (a) The aoustoeletri urrent measured in single beam geometry
for devie T4043. (b) The numerial derivative of the same data emphasising
the presene of weak higher plateaus. Data was taken at a frequeny oinident
with the peak in the transduer's pass-band
passband. The attest plateaus were limited to 0.2% per mV of gate
voltage over a region roughly 2mV in length as disussed in the previous
hapter. Within this 2mV setion the urrent varied linearly with gate
voltage.
After optimization in single-beam mode experiments were performed
using two-beams by onneting the seond transduer. The presene of
the seond SAW beam dramatially inuened the shape of the aousto-
eletri urrent plateaus.
The relative amplitude of the two SAW beams was ontrolled us-
ing the attenuator shown gure 6.1. With the attenuator at 0dB and
frequeny set to the entre of the more powerful transduer's passband
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Figure 6.4: The rst plateau in more detail for single beam geometry. The
straight line is a best t to the data along the 2mV attest setion of the
plateau. The slope of this line is equivalent to 0.12% per mV.
the relative power of the forward (quantizing) versus bakwards (tun-
ing) beams was around 1:10 as assessed from the mismath in entre
frequenies seen in gure 6.2.
A typial series of traes taken at onstant power for two SAW beams
is shown in gure 6.5. The phase of the seond SAW beam was inre-
mented by approximately 24 degrees between eah panel running aross
the page. The shape of the aoustoeletri urrent plateaus an be ad-
justed by the phase shift of the seond weak SAW beam relative to the
rst. The phase shifter allowed the phase of the seond SAW beam to be
adjusted over a omplete 2 interval relative to the rst SAW beam. The
slope on the plateau alters abruptly with the phase of the seond SAW
beam. This indiates that the seond SAW beam is hanging the shape
of the SAW minima in the entrane to the hannel as disussed later.
As the slope on the plateau is redued the plateau enters approah the
expeted quantized value from below.
.
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Figure 6.5: Graphs for dierent phase shifts between the main and ounter-
propagating SAW beams. The soure power was +9.5dBm for all plots. For
(a) the attenuator was set to 0dB, whilst in (b) the attenuator was set to
-3dBm to give a less powerful ounterpropagating SAW beam. The dierene
in phaseshift between onseutive panels is 24 degrees. Reduing the power
of the ounterpropagating beam is seen to redue its tuning inuene on the
plateau.
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Dereasing the power applied to the seondary transduer by a fator
of 2 (attenuator=-3dB) redued both the amplitude of the osillation in
pinh-o voltage and the attening of the plateaus (gure 6.5). Setting
the attenuator to -9dB, equivalent to reduing the power applied to the
seondary transduer by a fator of 8, was suÆient to remove the tuning
inuene of the seond SAW. No hange in the form of the plateaus ould
then be deteted by hanging the phase of the seond SAW beam.
6.5 Preision measurement
To assess the best plateau atness obtainable in two-beam geometry the
phase was inremented around the onditions shown in panel 11 of g-
ure 6.5(a). Within around 10 degrees of this panel the straight inlined
segment seen in single beam geometry separated into two straight par-
allel lines separated by a region of very low slope. Further data were
taken under these SAW onditions in stop-and-wait mode, inrementing
gate voltage by 100 V and then waiting for ten seonds at eah gate
voltage in whih time 100 data points were reorded. The result is seen
in gure 6.6, where the mean and one standard deviation of the urrent
reorded at eah of these gate voltages is shown. The range of the stan-
dard deviations within the attest region of the plateau then provided
a onvenient measure of the preision of the devie, as disussed in the
previous hapter. This range is equivalent to 50 parts per million of the
ideal quantized value ef=429.695pA. The preision of the measurement
was at this level limited by the digital quantization of the DAC used
to reord data from the pre-amp, whih quantized at a value of urrent
equivalent to  25ppm.
6.6 Auray measurement
In the detailed measurements desribed above the auray of measure-
ment equipment was 0.7%. After the experiments detailed above were
omplete the devie was subsequently transferred to the UK National
Physis Laboratory. Measurements by Dr. J.T.Jansen of the plateau
entre in single beam geometry showed that the entre of the inlined
slope diered from the ideal quantized value ef by -188(12) ppm with
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Figure 6.6: Graph obtained using the `stop and wait' tehnique for optimal
phase shift between the main and ounterpropagating SAW beams. The at-
tenuator was set to 0dB, soure power was +9.5dBm after the amplier shown
in gure 6.1
a Type A unertainty of 5ppm. Experiments in two beam geometry
are yet to be performed, but note that the eet of tuning the plateaus
using a seond SAW is to elevate the entre of the plateau.
6.7 Disussion - Dynami tuning of SAW
potential
The system of two superimposed SAWs desribed above an be onsid-
ered as the addition of a powerful travelling wave with a weak standing
wave. By adjusting the phase of the signal applied to the seond trans-
duer the position of this standing wave is adjusted with respet to the
stati hannel potential. The observation that a 2nd weak ounterprop-
agating SAW an be used to inuene the auray of urrent quanti-
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zation in the split-gate system is in agreement with the simple model
previously used to desribe the mehanism behind single eletron trans-
port as presented in previous hapters. The mehanism responsible for
the separation of the system into quantized levels is the appearane of
Coulomb gaps between single partile levels in the energy spetrum of
the dots transferred aross the gate. Cruially, for the rst plateau there
will be some important interval of time in the SAW yle during whih
the system separates from two to one eletrons.
Figure 6.7: Proposed mehanism for the improvement in auray of the SAW
devies under the ineune of a ounterpropagating SAW beam. The system
an be thought of as the superposition of a powerful travelling wave with a
weak standing wave. Moving the position of the standing wave relative to the
hannel entrane hanges dynamially the shape of the potential wells formed
at the entrane to the hannel.
This is illustrated in gure 6.7 at the entrane to the hannel. The
well shape (width and depth of the wells) at this interval of time will
determine the auray of single eletron transport. Reduing the well
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width will enhane the Coulomb gap between energy levels in the dots,
making the system less suseptible to hanges in the stati potential due
to the split-gate. A stati tuning of the well shape, suh as an be eeted
by hanging the gate voltage or altering the gate shape may improve the
well shape for this proess in one interval of time in a SAW yle but
degrade it in another. The addition of a weak ounterpropagating SAW
beam ats as a tuning devie if it inuenes the well shape at this ritial
time in the SAW yle in suh a way that the probability of errors in the
transport proess is redued. By adjusting the phase of the seond SAW
beam the position of the nodes and antinodes forming the weak standing
wave will be moved relative to the hannel entrane. This an be thought
of as a dynami tuning sine the hange in well shape brought about by
the tuning inuene of the seondary SAW ours at an interval of time
synhronized with the SAW yle in ontrast to the stati tuning brought
about by a hange in gate potential whih does not.
It is interesting to ompare the tehnique presented in this hapter for
improving the auray of single eletron transport in a SAW devie to
the tehniques whih have been proposed for improving the auray of
single eletron pumps. The main error mehanisms in the eletron pump
are otunneling, thermal ativation and (at high enough frequenies) RC
response. In refs.[82, 83℄ the authors showed in a numerial investigation
that the auray of pumps ould be adjusted by the use of a step-like
driving potential rather than the triangular wave usually used [44℄. Co-
tunneling of eletrons was supressed and the auray improved by a
fator between 20 and 10
4
, dependent on drive frequeny. The similarity
to point out is in the onept of tuning the time dependent potential pro-
le of the devie to redue error mehanims. No theoretial treatments of
SAW devies has yet inluded the eet of a ounterpropagating SAW on
error mehanisms. It would be interesting to extend the theoretial work
by Flensberg [76℄ to the presene of a weak standing wave in addition to
the quantizing wave. It seems likely that suh a treatment would alter
the non-adiabati orretion to the quantized urrent disussed in this
paper.
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6.8 Summary and onlusion
Experiments have been performed using a system whih launhes two
oherent ounterpropagating surfae aousti waves at a split gate. The
slope of the quantized aoustoeletri urrent plateaus an be altered
using the tuning ineune of the weaker wave. Under ideal onditions
the slope of the rst plateau an be redued to 50 ppm of the ideal
quantized value ef . This represents a substantial (40x) improvement in
the preision of the urrent delivered by the devie relative to single beam
geometry. An interpretation of the data is given in terms of a dynami
tuning of the SAW potential at the entrane to the split-gate hannel
whih inuenes the well shape in suh a way that transport errors are
redued. The oherent seondary SAW auses a dynami tuning of the
well shape, altering the well shape at an interval of time synhronized
with the primary SAW beam.
The results of this hapter have been published in Ref.[80℄, and were
presented at the 22nd International Conferene on Low Temperature
Physis.
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Chapter 7
Single eletron aoustoeletri
eet
7.1 Summary of results
Observations of a quantized aoustoeletri urrent in ethed onstri-
tions are presented. The quantized urrent in ethed onstritions dis-
plays superior preision (around 50ppm in single beam geometry) and
robustness to d.. bias relative to that observed in Shottky gate dened
hannels. The eet on the quantization of a magneti eld applied per-
pendiular to the 2DEG is investigated for the rst time. A hange in
plateau slope is observed whih osillates as a funtion of magneti eld,
the position of the osillations being dependent on a ommensurability
ondition. The impliation of the observations is disussed.
7.2 Devie onsiderations
In the work desribed in this hapter onstritions were formed using
the shallow-ething tehnique desribed in this thesis. An adjustment
was made to the semiirular ethed trenhes disussed earlier by the
addition of a 1m straight segment to the entre of the hannel. This
alteration was made to ensure that when fully depleted the hannel was
at least of the same length as the surfae aousti wavelength. Prior to
this modiation no aoustoeletri urrent quantization was found in
any of the ethed hannels measured. After the addition of a straight
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Ethed 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segment to the hannel pattern a quantized aoustoeletri urrent was
observed in three devies. The qualitative features of all three devies
were similar, with a quantized aoustoeletri urrent generated for gate
voltages in heavily pinhed-o hannel onditions. One of the devies
suered from a heavy RTS noise signal whih aeted assessment of the
devie preision so the following disussion will be limited to the two
devies whih showed no RTS noise in the quantized regime. Devies
were fabriated from a heterojuntion with a 1000

Adeep eletron layer
having a low temperature dark mobility of 1.0  10
11
m
2
V
 1
s 1 and
arrier onentration 1.9  10
11
m
2
.
7.3 Observation of urrent quantization in
ethed onstritions
Figure 7.1 (a) and (b) show the hannel ondutane for the measured
devies. The lowest ondutane plateaux in both devies are found to be
disturbed. The similarity of the traes may indiate that the introdution
of the straight segment to the hannel is responsible for this perturbation
from the ideal at plateaux observed earlier in simple semiirular trenh
devies.
A quantized aoustoeletri urrent was again observed in the regime
of gate voltage more negative than ondutane pinh-o. A large aous-
toeletri urrent was indued with no sign of ross-talk in the measured
signals. This is shown in gure??. It is interesting to note that the
pinh-o voltage for aoustoeletri urrent was between xxx and xxxmV
beyond ondutane pinh-o at a SAW power of 10 dBm in these de-
vies. We note that the quantized urrent plateaux observed here our
in a region of gate voltage up to 600mV beyond ondutane pinh-o.
In omparison the orresponding values for Shottky gates were under
100 mV.
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Chapter: 7 Et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onstritions
Figure 7.1: The ondutane of semiirular/straight segment QPC devies
(a) Copen1 and (b) Copen2 measured at 1.2 K with no SAW applied. The
data are orreted for a series resistane of 1.2 k
, omprised of the ohmi
ontat and 2D lead resistanes, hosen to align the ondutane plateaus to
2e
2
/h.
7.4 Preision of quantized urrent in ethed
devies
After optimization of the applied mirowave power and frequeny using a
slowly swept gate voltage devie slope was assessed using the `stop-and-
wait' proedure disussed earlier. These data are shown in Figure ??
and ??. All data were taken at 1.2 K; lowering the temperature to
300 mK was not found to improve the plateaux in a similar manner to
the observations disussed earlier for Shottky gates. The gates show a
preision of around 50 ppm of the ideal quantized value, whih repre-
sents a large improvement in the preision of quantized urrent relative
to that observed in Shottky gates.
After measurement by the author at the Cavendish laboratory sample
Copen1 was measured at the National Physial laboratory by Dr. J. T. Jansen.
These measurements indiated that the entre of the rst urrent plateaux
was within xxx of the ideal quantized value.
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7.5 Robustness of ethed hannels to D.C.
bias
Another indiation that the size of the stati barrier in ethed onstri-
tions is muh larger than in Shottky gated devies is their robustness
to D.C. bias. Typial data is presented in gures ?? and ??. In the ase
of devie Copen1 the appliation of some xxx mV to the devie entrane
was insuÆient to disturb the shape of any of the plateaux. Sample
Copen2 required a bias of xxx mV to disturb the ondutane plateaux.
7.6 Measurements in perpendiular eld
The eet of applying a small perpendiular magneti eld to a devie
in the urrent step regime is now disussed. Data were taken on two of
the ethed devies desribed above (samples Copen 1 and Copen2), as
well as on a Shottky gated devie as disussed below. The quantitative
behaviour of eah gate was similar with the exeption of pinh-o voltage.
shown in gure ??. Osillations in aoustoeletri urrent are found
to develop for the interval of urrent in-between quantized aoustoeletri
plateaux. The osillations have a 1=B periodiity and are reminisant of
the geometri resonane found previously in a 2DEG between the SAW
wavelength and ylotron diameter. For values of urrent near nef=2 the
osillations have idential phase to those measured through an open han-
nel (see gure ??). However, as the gate voltage is made more positive
the osillations hange phase by , with the interesting observation that
at a eld orresponding to a yltron diameter just smaller than the SAW
wavelength the plateaux beomes atter. The improvement in plateaux
slope is a fator of around 4, as shown in gure xxx. Assuming that the
lling of SAW wells ours at the entrane to the hannel from eletrons
at the Fermi energy in the leads these observations indiate that the
perpendiular magneti eld alters one or more of the error mehanisms
responsible for deviation from an ideal at plateau.
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7.7 Disussion
No full mehanism for these observations desribed above has yet been
found, though a qualitative extension of the theory by Gumbs has been
proposed. Here the xxx. Smooth entrane - inreased adiabatiity,
smooth metal gates should repliate this provided sreening is not more
important - > here we get a relatively large SAW potential in the leads
as evidened by the open hannel quantization of aoustoeletri urrent
and an be expeted by the lak of any metal in this region of the devie.
reasons for the improvement - > G.Gumbs' hat
Shottky gates, other ethed gates.
Impliations for other geometries.
7.8 Summary and onlusion
A quantized aoustoeletri urrent is demonstrated in three onstri-
tions with an in-plane gate formed using a shallow ething tehnique.
The quantized urrent in suh gates shows a superior preision and ro-
bustness to D.C. bias relative to retangular Shottky gated devies with-
out any need for a seondary SAW beam. The preision is equivalent to
around 50 ppm of the ideal quantized value. The dependene of the
aoustoeletri urrent on a magneti eld applied perpendiular to the
growth interfae is measured for the rst time. Commensurability osil-
lations are observed whih result in an osillating devie slope. Data are
presented whih show a redution in the devie slope relative to zero eld
onditions for values of eld suh that the ylotron radius is just smaller
than the SAW wavelength. The data indiate that a small magneti eld
an be used to positively inuene the devie performane as a soure of
quantized urrent.
The results ontained in this hapter are aepted for publiation in
refs.[84, 85℄
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